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Recent advances in high throughput sequencing have provided important insights on

the diversity and functional capabilities of gut microbiota in various animals. Despite

tremendous sampling efforts in mammalian systems, the community dynamics and

assembly patterns of gut microbiota are poorly understood, and experimental

demonstration of their nutritional benefits remains largely absent.

To address these issues, this study develops Drosophila as a model system to study: 1)

the diversity of the gut microbiota, by characterizing the gut microbiota composition

of laboratory Drosophila melanogaster and other Drosophila species across

phylogeny using high-throughput sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene, 2) the nutritional

benefits of gut microbiota under different dietary regimes, by comparing the

performance and nutritional responses between conventional and axenic (i.e. microbe-

free) flies onto diets of systematically-varied nutrient (yeast-glucose) content. Results

from this project demonstrate that Drosophila has a low-diversity gut bacterial

community that is amenable for studying gut microbiota functions. The taxonomic

composition appears to be inconstant, with no evidence for core taxa or co-evolution

between the host and its microbiota. However, elimination of the gut microbiota

results in prolonged host development and nutritional response to diet. The gut

bacteria promote host health under conditions of nutritional stress resulting from



unbalanced diet by increasing micronutrient (vitamins B) availability and/or reducing

excessive dietary sugar. Future investigations will include examining the nutritional

functions of individual gut bacteria via re-associations with axenic flies, and testing

congruence between taxonomic and functional (microbiome) profiles of the gut

microbiota in response to changing diet.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Animals are constantly associated with micro-organisms. The vast majority of animal-

associated microbes are commensals or mutualists, and many play an important role in

shaping host physiology (Kostic et al., 2013; McFall-Ngai et al., 2013; Sommer and

Backhed, 2013) and behavior (Diaz Heijtz et al., 2011; Ezenwa et al., 2012).

Over tha past decades, research on animal-microbe symbiosis has focused on several

non-mammalian and mammalian systems. Among these systems, the best-studied

include the pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) and its endosymbiotic bacterium

Buchnera aphidicola, the tsetse fly (Glossina morsitans) and its bacterial symbiont

Wigglesworthia glossinidia the bobtailed squid (Euprymna scolopes) and its

bioluminescent symbiont Vibrio fischeri, ruminant animals and protozoa (Hungate,

1943; Hobso and Stewart, 1997). Studies using these models have demonstrated key

nutritional and immune functions of symbionts to host animals, and yielded valuable

insights on their transmission/selection mechanisms (Douglas, 2011; McFall-Ngai et

al., 2012; Rio et al., 2012).

Nevertheless, there has been a general consensus that a different form of animal-

microbe symbiosis prevails in nature – i.e. animal tissues, especially the intestinal

tract, colonized by communities of bacteria, known as the “microbiota”. Host

associations with the gut microbiota differ from the single associations introduced in

the previous paragraph in a number of ways; for instances, the microbial communities

in the gut may involve complex synergistic and/or competitive microbe-microbe

interactions (Denou et al., 2009; Flint et al., 2007), generally lack stringent

transmission routes (Koenig et al., 2011), and the gut (unlike specialized symbiotic
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organs) is frequently accessed by allochthonous (non-resident) microorganisms,

including pathogens (Littman and Pamer, 2011).

Pioneers of research on the gut microbiota in animals have included Cleveland, L.R

(1943) and Hungate R (1966), who studied the microorganisms in wood roaches and

ruminant animals, respectively. The opportunity for gut microbiota research has been

transformed in recent years by the development and widespread application of next-

generation sequencing (Chaston et al., 2011; Zaneveld et al., 2011). The composition

of the gut microbiota in humans, as well as other mammalian systems, has been

studied extensively by high-throughput genetic surveys (including the Human

Microbiome [http:// commonfund.nih.gov/hmp] and MetaHIT

[(http://www.metahit.eu] projects). It is now accepted that a healthy human gut

harbors ~1014 prokaryotic cells representing >500 species (Eckburg et al., 2005;

Kuczynski et al., 2010). Collectively, these gut bacteria express a diverse array of

genes (“microbiome”, ~150 times of a human genome, Qin et al., 2012) that exert

important nutritional and immune functions, such as energy extraction from

indigestible dietary polysaccharides (Flint et al., 2008; Robert and Bernalier-

Donadille, 2003; Xu et al., 2003), synthesis of key nutrients [short-chain fatty acids

(SCFA), vitamins and essential amino acids (LeBlanc et al., 2013; Topping and

Clifton, 2001; Wong et al., 2006)], production of antimicrobial compounds and

modulators of immune system (Bouskra et al., 2008; Chung et al., 2012; Ivanova et

al., 2009; Rea et al., 2007).

Currently, gut microbiota research in humans and other mammalian systems faces

several challenges: a large fraction of the microbiota remains uncultivated, thus most

diversity and functional studies has relied heavily on culture-independent genetic
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approaches. The sampling depth of these approaches is often compromised by the

sheer diversity of the mammalian microbiota. Furthermore, each individual host

appears to have its unique gut microbiota (Costello et al., 2009). Altogether, it has not

been feasible to couple microbiota functions to specific taxa. The inadequate sampling

depth and substantial variation among individuals have obstructed our understanding

on the ecological principles that govern the assembly of the microbiota, and how

pertubation of a “healthy” microbiota promotes obesity and certain metabolic diseases

(Costello et al., 2012). This also resulted in some debatable claims, such as the

existence of a phylogenetic core microbiota (Lozupone et al., 2012).

The central theme of this project is to use Drosophila as a model to study host-gut

microbiota symbiosis. Drosophila has been a powerful genetics model in revealing

developmental and immune mechanisms. Many developmental/immune/metabolic

genes and pathways are conserved between the fly and human (Pandey and Nichols,

2011; Rajan and Perrimon, 2013; Reiter et al., 2001). Previous reports have suggested

that the Drosophila gut is colonized by a low diversity bacterial community, using

culture-dependent and shallow sampling methods (Corby-Harris et al., 2007; Cox and

Gilmore, 2007; Ren et al., 2007; Ryu et al., 2008). The community structure and

functions of the fly gut microbiota are largely unknown prior to this project.

The aims of this project are two-fold: 1) to determine the composition and diversity of

the gut microbiota in drosophilid flies, using high-resolution sequencing methods, 2)

to use laboratory Drosophila melanogaster as a model to study the impact of gut

microbiota on host nutritional physiology, by comparison of the response of flies

containing and experimentally deprived of their microbiota to diets of different

composition. This involves establishing an optimal procedure for experimental
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elimination of the fly gut microbiota. Ultimately, results from this work will contribute

fundamental knowledge on the community dynamics of the gut microbiota and the

mechanisms underlying their impact to host physiology, and this can be applied to

enhance our understanding of higher organisms, including humans.
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CHAPTER 2

LOW-DIVERSITY BACTERIAL COMMUNITY IN THE GUT OF THE

FRUITFLY DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER1

Abstract

The bacteria in the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster of different life stages was

quantified by 454 pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA gene amplicons. The sequence reads

were dominated by 5 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at ≤ 97% sequence identity

that could be assigned to Acetobacter pomorum, A. tropicalis, Lactobacillus breivs, L.

fructivorans and L. plantarum. The saturated rarefaction curves and species richness

indices indicated that the sampling (85 000–159 000 reads per sample) was

comprehensive. Parallel diagnostic PCR assays revealed only minor variation in the

complement of the five bacterial species across individual insects and three D.

melanogaster strains. Other gut-associated bacteria included 6 OTUs with low %ID to

previously reported sequences, raising the possibility that they represent novel taxa

within the genera Acetobacter and Lactobacillus. A developmental change in the most

abundant species, from L. fructivorans in young adults to A. pomorum in aged adults

was identified; changes in gut oxygen tension or immune system function might

account for this effect. Host immune responses and disturbance may also contribute to

the low bacterial diversity in the Drosophila gut habitat.

1 Presented with minor modifications from the originally published article:

Wong, ACN., Ng, P. and Douglas, AE. (2011). Low-diversity bacterial community in the gut of the

fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster. Environmental Microbiology, 13: 1889–1900.

All supplementary information can be found at:

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1462-2920.2011.02511.x/suppinfo

Ng, P contributed to the bioinformatics for evaluating candidate novel taxa.
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Introduction

Healthy animals are a habitat for microorganisms, most of which are benign or

beneficial (Wilson, 2005; Douglas, 2010). Mammals and other vertebrates appear to

support many more microbial species than most invertebrates. For example, the gut

microbiota in an individual mammal comprises > 1000 taxa, most of which are unique

to each host individual (Dethlefsen et al., 2007; Ley et al., 2008; Costello et al., 2009;

Qin et al., 2010). The diversity of the gut microbiota in most invertebrates that have

been studied is apparently one to two orders of magnitude lower than in the mammals

(Dillon and Dillon, 2004; Dunn and Stabb, 2005; Behar et al., 2008; Lehman et al.,

2009; Morales-Jimenez et al., 2009; Grunwald et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2010).

Nevertheless, vertebrates, especially mammals, have been the subject of far greater

sampling effort than invertebrates, raising the possibility that this difference between

vertebrates and invertebrates may be partly artefactual. Two further issues affect the

interpretation of data on the diversity of the microbiota in animal guts. First, the

composition of the gut microbiota can vary with diet, and developmental age and

physiological condition of the animal host (e.g. Dethlefsen et al., 2007; Lehman et al.,

2009; Sharon et al., 2010). Second, microorganisms recovered from the gut comprise

two ecologically distinct groups: the autochthonous (resident) taxa and the

allochthonous (non-resident) forms that are ingested with, and pass through, the gut

with the food. The allochthonous microbes can artificially inflate both the reported

microbial diversity in an individual host, and among-host variation in microbial

diversity, especially where the animals sampled utilize different sources of food.

The purpose of this study was to determine the diversity of the gut bacteria of the

fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster using 454 pyrosequencing of PCR-generated
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amplicons from the 16S rRNA gene. We used Drosophila raised on an axenic diet of

fixed composition, to minimize the diversity of allochthonous taxa, and sampled the

animals across the full life cycle, to establish the total diversity and how it varies with

life stage. Our analysis builds on previous research, which has identified various taxa,

including Lactobacillus, Enterococcus and Acetobacter associated with Drosophila

[Corby-Harris et al., 2007; Cox and Gilmore, 2007; Ren et al., 2007; Ryu et al., 2008;

also see the review (Crotti et al., 2010) of Acetobacter as insect symbionts]. Our study

overcomes three key limitations of previous studies: all may have failed to detect low-

abundance taxa through shallow sampling using limited Sanger sequencing of cloned

16S rRNA gene sequences; most were conducted on the whole insect, making it

impossible to identify the bacteria specifically associated with the gut; and several

studies did not attempt to limit the incidence of allochthonous taxa.

Experimental procedures

The experimental material

Drosophila melanogaster was reared at 25°C with a 12 h:12 h light–dark cycle on

autoclaved yeast-glucose medium [Y-G diet, comprising Brewer's yeast and glucose

(both at 83 g l-1, from MP Biomedicals), agar (10 g l-1, from Frutarom) and

preservatives (0.04% phosphoric acid, 0.42% propionic acid, from Sigma)], and

transferred to fresh medium weekly. Outbred populations of strains Canton-S and

Oregon-R had been maintained on Y-G diet for at least 18 years. Strain Ithaca-83 is an

isofemale line established from a single female collected at Littletree Orchard,

Newfield, New York in 2004, and maintained on Y-G diet since collection.

The experimental samples comprised: guts (from proventriculus to rectum, excluding
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Malpighian tubules) dissected from third-instar larvae and adults; whole first- to

second- (‘early’) instar larvae (< 48 h after hatching: these insects were too small for

gut dissections); pupae (which lack a gut); and eggs (< 20 h after deposition). All

samples except the eggs were surface-sterilized in 10% sodium hypochlorite solution,

followed by three rinses in sterile distilled water. Gut dissections were conducted in

sterile Ringer's solution on clean glass slides with sterilized forceps, using a dissecting

microscope at × 7 magnification. This sampling design followed preliminary

experiments that confirmed the presence of bacteria in all surface-sterilized samples

except eggs (data not shown), consistent with published evidence that bacteria are

borne within larvae, pupae and adults, but not internal to the eggshell (Bakula, 1969).

All experiments used reagent-only controls comprising a drop of Ringer's solution

treated as for dissections (including swirling the dissection instruments in the

solution), but without D. melanogaster materials.

DNA isolation

For pyrosequencing, total genomic DNA was extracted using the DNeasy Blood and

Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA) following a protocol modified from

the manufacturer's instructions for Gram-positive bacteria. Briefly, samples were

hand-homogenized in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 2 mM sodium EDTA, 1.2% Triton®

X-100 containing 20 mg lysozyme ml-1. The homogenates were incubated at 37°C for

1.5 h with a 5 min bead-beating in a Disruptor Genie® using 0.1 mm glass beads

(Scientific Industries) at 45 min. Pilot experiments confirmed that this treatment

disrupted Gram-positive bacteria including Bacillus and Lactobacillus, and achieved

10–50% greater yield than lysozyme digestion without bead-beating (data not shown).
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All DNA samples were quantified by Nanodrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific) and the

PCR products for pyrosequencing were analysed by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser.

Multiplex 454 pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA gene sequences

Each DNA sample comprised three biological replicates of D. melanogaster strain

Canton S: 100 eggs, 50 early-instar larvae, guts from 50 third-instar larvae, 30 pupae,

and guts from 50 each of male and female adults at 3–7 days and 3–5 weeks post

eclosion. The variable region 2 (V2) of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene was amplified

with the general 16S rRNA gene primers 27F (5′-AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-

3′) and 338R (5′-TGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT-3′), with the sample-specific 27F

primer bearing a multiplex identifier (MID) sequences and all 27F and 338R primers

modified with 5′-Adaptor A and 5′-Adaptor B sequences, respectively, for

pyrosequencing (Roche) (Table S3A). PCRs for the biological samples and reagent

control were conducted in triplicate with 0.6 U Platinum®Taq DNA Polymerase

(Invitrogen) in 1 × PCR buffer, 2 mM MgCl2, 8 pmol each primer, 0.24 mM dNTP

and c. 100 ng of DNA sample in 25 µl final volume, at 94°C for 10 min followed by

25 cycles of 94°C for 1 min, 58°C for 1 min and 72°C for 1 min. DNA from an aliquot

of each PCR reaction was purified using the Agencourt Ampure® SPRI kit and

quantified using the Quant-iT™PicoGreen® Kit. Each reaction product was diluted to

1 × 109 molecules µl-1, except MID-1 (egg DNA) and MID-9 (reagent-only control),

which were diluted to 1 × 108 molecules µl-1. Equal volumes of the three reaction

products per sample were mixed together and diluted to 1 × 107 (samples 2–8) or 1 ×

106 (MID-1 and MID-9) molecules µl-1 for emulsion PCR at one copy per bead using

only ‘A’ beads for unidirectional sequencing. Beads were subjected to sequencing on
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one full plate of the 454 GS-FLX pyrosequencing instrument using standard Titanium

chemistry.

Pyrosequencing flowgrams were converted to sequence reads using 454 Life Science

software (http://www.454.com). Reads with ambiguous nucleotides (N) and < 270

nucleotides after the forward primer, and mismatches with the 16S rRNA gene primers

were excluded in the initial filtering. To ensure accurate determination of microbial

diversity, the data were processed with Perl scripts (Kunin and Hugenholtz, 2010)

(http://pyrotagger.jgi-psf.org/release) modified to remove reads with 0.2% per-base

error probability (≥ 3% of bases with Phred scores < 27). The remaining sequences

were trimmed to 270 nucleotides, dereplicated and clustered into OTUs with 93%,

95% and 97% sequence identity (ID) thresholds. The most abundant unique sequence

of each OTU cluster was selected as representative, aligned by p-clustalw at BioHPC

(http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu.proxy.library.cornell.edu/clustalw.aspx) and subjected

to chimera check by the Mallard algorithm (Ashelford et al., 2006). Taxonomy of the

non-chimaeric sequences was assigned by NCBI StandAlone blast (megablast

program) using the nucleotide (nt) database (13 June 2010) with default settings.

Identified reads were counted and distributed to their respective MID samples.

Phylotypes with < 10 reads or fewer reads than in the reagent-only control were

interpreted as contaminants, and removed. The richness [Chao1, abundance-based

coverage estimators (ACE) and Jackknife] and diversity (Simpson's and Shannon)

indices for each biological sample were calculated using R. Rarefaction curves were

generated using Analytic Rarefaction v1.3.

(http://www.uga.edu/~strata/software/index.html). The Bonferroni-corrected Poisson

probability of occurrence of 454 reads with %ID ≤ 98% to the blast top hits in each
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biological sample were calculated using R. A pyrosequencing error rate of 0.3% was

used as it was suggested that pyrosequencing errors can be reduced 0.25% (i.e. up to 3

bp per kb) after discarding reads with ambiguous bases (N) (Huse et al., 2007). All

non-chimaeric 454 sequences are deposited in the short read archive at NCBI,

Accession No. SRA023605.3.

PCR assays

Taxon-specific 16S rRNA gene primers were designed for A. tropicalis, A. pomorum,

L. breivs, L. fructivorans and L. plantarum (Table S3B) using Primer3 software and

unique regions identified from alignments of full 16S rRNA gene sequences.

Preliminary experiments confirmed that the primers generated no detectable cross-

amplification between species (data not shown). PCRs were performed as above with

65°C annealing temperature and 35 cycles. PCR products were separated by gel

electrophoresis using 1% agarose gel and visualized with SYBR®Safe (Invitrogen),

and their identities were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

Specific 16S rRNA gene primers were designed for QRT-PCR of the dominant

bacteria (Table S3B). The reactions were conducted in triplicate, with a reagent-only

negative control, in C1000™ Thermal cycler (Bio-Rad) with 1 × Brilliant III Ultra-

Fast QPCR Master Mix (Agilent Technologies), 8 pmol each primer and c. 100 ng in

20 µl volume, under a thermal profile of 95°C for 10 min, then 35 amplification cycles

of 95°C for 10 s, 60°C for 30 s and dissociation cycle of 95°C for 10 s, 60°C for 5 s

then brought back to 95°C. Fold differences of bacterial genes were calculated by the

ΔΔCt method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). The dissociation curve confirmed that

every reaction yielded a single PCR product with the predicted Tm. QRT-PCR assays
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were used to check the repeatability of pyrosequencing data for dominant bacterial

species in D. melanogaster. Samples comprised DNA samples from the 454 pyro-

sequencing experiment (November 2009), and Canton-S flies (June 2010: 10 replicate

samples of five pupae and five guts from third-instar larvae and adults at 3–7 days, 2–

3 weeks and 4–5 weeks post eclosion). Bacterial relative abundances were compared

for A. pomorum/L. fructivorans in adults, L. fructivorans/L. plantarum in third-instar

larvae and A. tropicalis/L. fructivorans in pupae.

Pairwise comparisons of %ID of 16S rRNA gene sequences

A non-redundant set of (near-)full 16S rRNA gene sequences for 15 species of

Acetobacter (79 sequences) and 102 species of Lactobacillus (1082 sequences) was

collected from Greengenes (http://greengenes.lbl.gov), Ribosomal Database Project

(RDP; http://rdp.cme.msu.edu.proxy.library.cornell.edu) and Silva (http://www.arb-

silva.de). Species with a single sequence, unidentified species and species without

binomial nomenclature were excluded from the analysis. The remaining sequences

were trimmed to 1270 bp, and the V2 region was isolated in silico and trimmed to 270

bp from position 48–318. For each species, all possible pairwise alignments were

obtained, and %ID between every sequence pair was calculated using algorithm of

(Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) for the (near-full) 16S rRNA and V2 sequences. The

lowest value of %ID for each species was adopted as a measure of the total sequence

variation for that species.
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Results

Pyrosequencing data

The 454 pyrosequencing analysis of 16S rRNA gene amplicons from the dissected

guts of D. melanogaster strain Canton S produced 923 109 reads, with an average

length of 361 nucleotides (including the multiplex identifier ‘MID’ and primer

sequences), after quality filtering and removal of chimaeric sequences. The reads

could be assigned to 720 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 93% sequence

identity threshold, 894 and 1135 OTUs at 95% and 97% threshold, and 8935 OTUs at

99% threshold. A substantial number of the OTUs identified were represented by just

one to several reads in both the experimental samples and the reagent-only control.

These were interpreted as contaminants and they were discarded, leaving 808 483

reads that were distributed among the samples as follows: D. melanogaster eggs

(0.2%), early-instar larvae (10.6%), pupae (13.9%) and guts from third-instar larvae

(13.4%), 3- to 7-day-old males (14.0%) and females (19.7%), 3- to 5-week-old males

(10.5%) and females (17.5%). Altogether, the reads yielded 122 OTUs at the 97%

identity threshold recommended for accurate diversity estimation (Kunin et al., 2010).

For each sample, the rarefaction curves tended towards saturation at similar numbers

of clusters at 97%, 95% and 93% pairwise ID thresholds (Figure. 1.1). Subsequent

analysis was, therefore, conducted at 97% ID. All values of richness indices (Chao1,

ACE and Jackknife) equaled the number of OTUs (Table 1.1), confirming the

conclusion from rarefaction analysis that sampling of each life stage had reached

saturation. The third-instar larvae bore the most species-rich bacterial community,

comprising 71 OTUs. The egg surface had the most diverse bacterial community by

both Simpson's and Shannon indices (Table 1.1), including 19/28 (68%) unique
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clusters. In all other samples, five OTUs (clusters 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7) accounted for >

80% of all reads (Table S1), and OTUs unique to one life stage were rare (early

instars, 3- to 5-week-old adults) or absent (3- to 7-day-old adults). Exceptionally,

12/30 (40%) of OTUs in pupae and 48/71 (68%) OTUs in third-instar larvae were

unique.

Figure. 1.1 Rarefaction curves of OTUs clustered at different %ID across life stages of

D. melanogaster Canton-S. (A) 93%, (B) 95%, (C) 97%.
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Table 1.1 Richness and diversity estimation of the 16S rRNA gene libraries from the

pyrosequencing analysis.

Sample Reads Number

of

OTUs*

Species richness indices Species diversity

indices

Chao1 ACE Jackknife
Shann

on
Simpson

Egg surface 1798 28 28 28 28 2.62 0.88

Early instars 86038 21 21 21 21 0.87 0.37

Third instars 112382 71 71 71 71 1.40 0.58

Pupae 108609 30 30 30 30 1.47 0.70

3-7 days old

adult males

113614 19 19 19 19 1.26 0.59

3-7 days old

adult females

159309 15 15 15 15 0.35 0.15

3-5 weeks old

adult males

85095 17 17 17 17 0.72 0.32

3-5 weeks old

adult females

141761 31 31 31 31 1.02 0.43

*The operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were defined with pair-wise 97%ID.

Taxonomic composition of bacteria identified by pyrosequencing

At the phylum level, Firmicutes and Proteobacteria accounted for the vast majority of

reads (> 97%) in the larvae, pupae and adults, and 66% of the reads for the eggs.
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Actinobacteria, Bacteroides and Cyanobacteria were also detected (Table 1.2a).

The five OTUs dominating most samples (see above) corresponded to Acetobacter and

Lactobacillus species: A. pomorum, A. tropicalis, L. breivs, L. fructivorans and L.

plantarum (Table 1.2b, Table S1). The relative abundance of these taxa varied with

developmental age (Table 1.2b). Lactobacillus fructivorans accounted for > 60% of

the reads in early-instar larvae and 3- to 7-day-old adults (both sexes); L. plantarum

dominated the gut bacteria of third-instar larvae; and A. tropicalis and A. pomorum

were strongly represented in pupae and 3- to 5-week-old adults respectively. These

species were detected in eggs at varying abundance (Table S1): L. fructivorans (21%),

A. pomorum (14%), A. tropicalis (2%), L. breivs (1.5%) and L. plantarum (four reads,

which was below the cut-off for contaminants). The sequences of the five OTUs were

submitted to NCBI GenBank (accession HQ173707–HQ173711).

Pupae bore appreciable numbers of Staphylococcus, accounting for 16% of the reads,

of which > 99% were assigned to Staphylococcus sp. K6-17B (Table S1D), while

Staphylococcus represented < 0.1% of reads in all other life stages.
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Table 1.2 Abundance of 16S rRNA gene amplicons in D. melanogaster samples,

expressed as % of total in each life stage.
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(a) Bacterial phyla

Phylum

% of total sequence reads in each life stage
Eggs Early

instar
larvae

3rd

instar
larvae

Pupae 3-7 d
old

males

3-7 d
old

females

3-5
week
old

males

3-5
week
old

females
Actinobacteria 23.28 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00

Bacteroidetes 5.91 0.03 2.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03

Cyanobacteria 3.88 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Firmicutes 35.32 85.97 87.83 43.67 80.45 93.60 15.52 20.29

Proteobacteria 30.34 14.01 9.66 56.31 19.55 6.40 84.37 79.67

Other 1.27 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

(b) Bacterial species

Species

% of total sequence reads in each life stage
Early
instar
larvae

3rd

instar
larvae

Pupae 3-7 d
old

males

3-7 d
old

females

3-5
week
old

males

3-5
week
old

females
Acetobacter
pomorum 8.97 1.75 8.98 5.79 5.81 81.65 74.43

Acetobacter
tropicalis 5.03 3.56 47.31 13.74 0.60 2.72 4.18

Lactobacillus
brevis 1.94 22.42 3.11 15.13 1.03 7.05 2.42

Lactobacillus
fructivorans 80.30 4.30 3.28 61.01 92.50 7.60 10.22

Lactobacillus
plantarum 3.73 60.90 21.44 4.31 0.07 0.82 7.65

Staphylococcus
sp.

0.00 0.00 15.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Other 0.04 7.07 0.15 0.02 0.00 0.16 1.09
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Candidate novel bacterial taxa

The %ID between some 454 reads and the blast top hits was less than 97% (Table S1

and Table 1.3). Two approaches were adopted to assess whether these low %IDs were

likely a consequence of sequencing error. First, the polymorphisms were confirmed

not to be in homopolymeric regions, which are common sites of 454 sequencing error.

Second, the Bonferroni-corrected Poisson probabilities were calculated for each

biological sample. At %IDs of 96% or less, the probability of the polymorphism

arising by sequencing error was ≤ 0.0002 (Table S2). These data suggest that the low

%ID of the clusters in Table 1.3 are not the result of sequencing error.
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Table 1.3 Phylotype clusters with low % sequence identity (≤ 97%) to the top hit

sequences in the NCBI database.

Phylotype
cluster Accession BLAST top hit Score E value %ID

Candidate novel taxa

Minimu
m V2
%ID

97% full
16S

sequence
cutoff

Cluster16042 EU096229.1 Acetobacter pomorum
strain EW816

433 3.00E-118 95.9 +

Cluster932 EU096229.1 Acetobacter pomorum
strain EW816

411 1.00E-111 94.1 + +

Cluster5070 FJ915625.1 Acetobacter tropicalis
strain IMAU30060

444 1.00E-121 96.3

Cluster7664 FJ915625.1 Acetobacter tropicalis
strain IMAU30060

281 1.00E-72 92.2 + +

Cluster3222 X76330.1 Lactobacillus fructivorans
(DSM 20203 T)

436 2.00E-119 96.6

Cluster668 X76330.1 Lactobacillus fructivorans
(DSM 20203 T)

381 1.00E-102 92.8 + +

Cluster467 X76330.1 Lactobacillus fructivorans
(DSM 20203 T)

385 8.00E-104 91.9 + +

Cluster8879 X76330.1 Lactobacillus fructivorans
(DSM 20203 T)

438 6.00E-120 95.9 +

Cluster94 X76330.1 Lactobacillus fructivorans
(DSM 20203 T)

390 2.00E-105 92.5 + +

Cluster1982 AB289116.1 Lactobacillus fructivorans
strain JCM 1198

320 2.00E-84 93.6 + +

Cluster4458 GU415690.1 Lactobacillus brevis
clone CX018

455 6.00E-125 97.0

Cluster115 GU415690.1 Lactobacillus brevis
clone CX018

375 5.00E-101 92.3 +

Cluster1522 AB025971.1 Lactobacillus brevis 331 1.00E-87 94.4 +

Cluster1494 GU430842.1 Lactobacillus plantarum
clone OCR057

442 5.00E-121 96.3

Cluster77 FJ532361.1 Lactobacillus plantarum
strain 14W

405 6.00E-110 93.8 +

Cluster4922 AB362740.1 Lactobacillus plantarum
strain: NRIC 1749

326 5.00E-86 93.5 +

Cluster6807 AB362740.1 Lactobacillus plantarum
strain: NRIC 1749

357 2.00E-95 90.5 +

Cluster1601 GU125508.1 Lactobacillus plantarum
strain: IMAU80086

394 1.00E-106 93.5 +

To investigate the possibility that the sequences might represent novel taxa, the %ID

between each cluster and its top blast hit (Table 1.3) was compared with pairwise %ID

comparisons among publicly available sequences representing the same bacterial

species in the 16S rRNA databases (Text S1). The minimum values of pairwise %ID
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of the V2 region among publicly available sequences of A. pomorum and A. tropicalis

are 99.6% and 94.5% respectively; equivalent values for L. breivs, L. fructivorans and

L. plantarum are 80.8%, 98.5% and 61.8% (Figure. 1.2A and B). The variation in

minimum %ID could be explained by its significant negative regression on the number

of publicly available sequences (Figure. 1.2A and B), which can be attributed to

inadequate sampling at high %ID and possible mis-identifications, especially at low

%ID.
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Figure. 1.2 Identification of candidate novel taxa from pairwise comparisons of %ID

among 16S rRNA gene sequences.

We adopted two criteria to investigate whether the sequences in Table 1.3 might be

candidate novel taxa. The first criterion applied the minimum %ID obtained for

publicly available sequences of the target bacterial species as the cut-off value (Figure.
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2A and B). When applied to the 18 clusters listed in Table 1.3, this criterion yielded

eight clusters, three of Acetobacter and five of Lactobacillus (Figure. 2C and D,

summarized in Table 1.3).

The second criterion was based on the widely used 97% ID of the full 16S rRNA gene

as a cut-off threshold to define bacterial species (Drancourt et al., 2004; Drancourt and

Raoult, 2005; Janda and Abbott, 2007). A 97% ID of the (near-)full 16S rRNA gene is

equivalent to 95.6% ID of the V2 region for Acetobacter (96.0% after excluding the

outlier species with very low %ID) and 95.4% ID for the V2 region of Lactobacillus

(whether or not outliers are included) (Figure. 1.2E and F). To be conservative, we

rounded down these values to 95% ID cut-off for both species. The 14 clusters in

Table 1.3 with < 95% ID to the top hit overlapped with the eight clusters identified by

the first criterion [Figure. 1.2C and D, yielding six sequences as representative of

candidate novel taxa (Table 3): one each related to A. pomorum (cluster932, NCBI

GenBank accession HQ168004) and A. tropicalis (cluster7664, HQ168006), and four

clusters related to L. fructivorans (cluster94, HQ168011; cluster467, HQ168009;

cluster668, HQ168008; cluster1982, HQ168012)]. The candidate novel species

accounted for 0.1–0.8% of the total reads in a sample (calculated from data in Table

S1).

QRT-PCR and diagnostic PCR analyses

QRT-PCR conducted on adult flies of different ages in June 2010 confirmed the

change in relative number of 16S rRNA gene copies of L. fructivorans and A.

pomorum, from dominance by L. fructivorans sequences in young adults to A.

pomorum sequences in old flies, identified by 454 analysis in November 2009 (Figure.
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1.3A). The dominance of 16S rRNA gene copies of L. plantarum and A. tropicalis in

the third-instar larvae and pupae, respectively, were not observed in June 2010,

suggesting those life stage-specific effects are not consistent (Figure. 1.3B and C).

Figure. 1.3 QRT-PCR of relative abundance of 16S rRNA gene sequence in technical

replicates of the pyrosequencing experiment (November 2009) and independent

biological samples (June 2010).
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Each DNA sample used for 454 sequencing comprised many insects of strain Canton-

S. To assess the prevalence of 16S rRNA gene copies of the various bacterial taxa in

individual insects, the guts from five adult males and females were tested for the five

dominant bacteria by diagnostic end-point PCR. All Canton S flies were positive for

every bacterium, apart from one female which yielded a negative result for L.

fructivorans (Figure. S1A). Gut samples from D. melanogaster strains Oregon-R and

Ithaca-83 also bore A. pomorum, A. tropicalis, L. fructivorans and L. plantarum, but

were negative for L. breivs (Figure. S1B).

Discussion

Previous research on the microbiota of D. melanogaster (Ryu et al., 2006; Corby-

Harris et al., 2007; Cox and Gilmore, 2007; Ren et al., 2007) employed relatively

shallow sampling strategies that would not have detected low-abundance bacteria, and,

apart from Ryu et al. (2008), sampled whole insects. These sampling limitations are

overcome in this study by the pyrosequencing of dissected guts. The saturation of the

rarefaction curves and species richness indices for all samples of larval, pupal and

adult flies (Figure. 1.1, Table 1.1) suggests that the entire gut microbiota had been

sampled effectively. Nevertheless, it is formally possible that the microbial diversity

was underestimated because either the general primers used in this study failed to

amplify sequences from certain bacteria, or the amplification of very low-abundance

sequences in the template was consistently inadequate for detection. Despite these

caveats, which are common to any study founded on PCR, the data indicate that the

bacterial community of the Drosophila studied here is, indeed, small, with 17–71

OTUs at 97% ID detected, and dominated by just five species in the two genera,
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Acetobacter and Lactobacillus. The Shannon index of diversity, at 0.35–1.47 (Table

1.1), is lower than values for the microbiota in many habitats, including soils (2.4–3.7)

(Fierer and Jackson, 2006), coral-associated assemblages (1.54–3.33) (Garren et al.,

2009) and vertebrate gut communities [e.g. 4.29 in ostrich caecum (Matsui et al.,

2010)], and it overlaps with values (0.8–1.7) obtained for the gut microbiota in the

butterfly, Pieris rapae (Robinson et al., 2010).

The diversity obtained from our inventory of the bacteria in the gut habitat of

Drosophila is orders of magnitude lower than in the mammalian gut habitat, validating

the general pattern in the literature (see Introduction). Low-diversity communities are

generated in habitats with extreme disturbance regimes or inhospitable conditions in

which few organisms can grow (Grime, 1977; Connell, 1978). The D. melanogaster

gut is a transient and disturbed environment at multiple spatiotemporal scales, and

arguably more so than in mammals. The larval gut persists for about 4 days before

dissolution at metamorphosis, followed by the development of the adult gut and its

colonization by bacteria; and the lifespan of the adult gut is 4–5 weeks. Additional

sources of disturbance include the passage of food, the elimination of the cuticle lining

the foregut and hindgut at each larval moult, and sloughing of gut epithelial cells by a

process that is accelerated by the presence of microorganisms (Buchon et al., 2009).

Features of animal guts that render them inhospitable to many microorganisms include

active enzymes (proteases, lysozyme, etc.) and unfavourable oxygen tensions or pH.

The oxygen tension in the D. melanogaster gut has not been studied directly, but its

colonization by Acetobacter, which require molecular oxygen, and Lactobacillus,

which is intolerant of fully oxic conditions (Yamada and Yukphan, 2008; Ljungh and

Wadstrom, 2009), suggests that the conditions in the D. melanogaster gut are either
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microaerobic or spatially variable with respect to oxygen tension. The composition of

the gut microbiota may also be influenced by the composition of the food ingested by

the insect host (see Introduction). Of particular relevance to the data obtained here, the

Drosophila used in this analysis had been reared on a nutritionally complex diet of

yeast extract, fortified with glucose and supplemented with organic acid preservatives

for many generations. This regime is predicted to have exerted a strong and consistent

selection pressure, for example against taxa intolerant of the organic acids, and

favouring taxa at a competitive advantage in high-glucose environments. Further

research is needed to understand the detail of interactions between diet and

composition of the gut microbiota for Drosophila and other animals.

The low bacterial diversity in the Drosophila gut habitat is evident at the within-

species level as well as higher taxonomic levels, such that the same OTU at 97% ID is

the most abundant representative for each of the five dominant species in every host

life stage from early-instar larvae to aged adults. The additional OTUs of each species

(Table S1) may represent low-abundance taxa present in many or all individual hosts,

or taxa that dominate a few hosts but are absent from most individuals. Low-

abundance ‘cryptic’ taxa have been reported in a various symbiotic systems, including

rhizobia in legume root nodules (Denison and Kiers, 2004) and dinoflagellate

Symbiodinium in corals (Baker et al., 2004). They may be competitively inferior to

the dominant OTU under the prevailing conditions, but become dominant under

different circumstances, as reported, for example in coral hosts (Venn et al., 2008).

Such shuffling of microbial symbionts can be advantageous to the host, offering

insurance against failure of the previous dominant to tolerate or deliver services under

different environmental conditions (Douglas, 2010). Alternatively, the minor OTUs
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may be deleterious to the host, acting as opportunistic pathogens when controls over

their growth and division are relaxed. For example, Gluconobacter morbifer is

generally occurs at low abundance in D. melanogaster guts, but it proliferates rapidly

in immunocompromised flies to become the dominant gut inhabitant with deleterious

consequences for the insect (Roh et al., 2008; Ryu et al., 2008). (This species was not

detected in our study.)

Central to the design of this study was the variation in the gut bacteria with

developmental age and stage of D. melanogaster. The pyrosequencing and QRT-PCR

analyses concur that the bacterial composition changed with increasing adult age from

dominance of 16S rRNA gene sequences of L. fructivorans to A. pomorum sequences

(Table 1.2b and Figure 1.3). Acetobacter, unlike Lactobacillus, grows rapidly under

fully aerobic conditions, raising the possibility that the conditions in the D.

melanogaster gut become more oxic in ageing insects. Immunological dysfunction

associated with ageing can also affect the composition of the gut microbiota, as

illustrated by elevated Bacteroides populations in elderly people with persistent

activation of the NF-κB transcription factor that plays a central role in innate

immunity (Claesson et al., 2011). In this study, two further developmental changes in

relative abundance of 16S rRNA gene sequences were identified by pyrosequencing:

to high levels of L. plantarum sequences in third-instar larvae and A. tropicalis

sequences in pupae (Table 1.2b). Although confirmed by QRT-PCR of technical

replicates, these results were not reproduced in separate biological samples (Figure.

1.3). In the absence of any overt variation in culture conditions, these data point to

potentially important sources of environmental variation that remain to be identified.

This study is based exclusively on 16S rRNA gene sequence data. It should be
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interpreted with caution in that information on the complement and expression of

genes mediating bacterial colonization and proliferation in the gut environment is

entirely lacking. This limitation is potentially significant because functionally distinct

bacteria with identical or near-identical 16S sequence are known (Scanlan et al.,

2009), and differences in gene sequence or expression can have far-reaching

phenotypic consequences. For example, gene expression levels are important

determinants of the abundance of Leptospirillum bacteria in natural biofilms in acid

mine drainage (Denef et al., 2010), and the host range of symbiotic Vibrio is

determined by a single regulatory gene (Mandel et al., 2009). These considerations

raise the possibility that both the divergent representatives of Acetobacter and

Lactobacillus species in D. melanogaster (Table 3) and the bacteria that can

confidently be allocated to known species by 16S criteria may be genetically distinct

from free-living conspecifics in the content, sequence or regulation of protein-coding

genes.

In conclusion, this comprehensive analysis of 16S rRNA gene diversity indicates that

the D. melanogaster gut bears a low-diversity bacterial community. Further research

focusing on the functional traits of the bacteria is critically important to establish the

scale of evolutionary change and diversification of protein-coding genes associated

with life in an animal gut.
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CHAPTER 3

THE INCONSTANT GUT MICROBIOTA OF DROSOPHILA SPECIES

REVEALED BY 16S RRNA GENE ANALYSIS2

Abstract

The gut microorganisms in some animals are reported to include a core microbiota of

consistently associated bacteria that is ecologically distinctive and may have

coevolved with the host. The core microbiota is promoted by positive interactions

among bacteria, favoring shared persistence; its retention over evolutionary timescales

is evident as congruence between host phylogeny and bacterial community

composition. This study applied multiple analyses to investigate variation in the

composition of gut microbiota in drosophilid flies. First, the prevalence of five

previously described gut bacteria (Acetobacter and Lactobacillus species) in

individual flies of 21 strains (10 Drosophila species) were determined. Most bacteria

were not present in all individuals of most strains, and bacterial species pairs co-

occurred in individual flies less frequently than predicted by chance, contrary to

expectations of a core microbiota. A complementary pyrosequencing analysis of 16S

rRNA gene amplicons from the gut microbiota of 11 Drosophila species identified

209 bacterial operational taxonomic units (OTUs), with near-saturating sampling of

2 Presented with minor modifications from the originally published article:

Wong, ACN., Chaston, JM. and Douglas, AE. (2013). The inconstant gut microbiota of Drosophila

species revealed by 16S rRNA gene analysis. The ISME Journal, Epub 30 May.

All supplementary information can be found at:

http://www.nature.com/ismej/journal/vaop/ncurrent/suppinfo/ismej201386s1.html?url=/ismej/journal/va

op/ncurrent/full/ismej201386a.html

Chaston, JM contributed to analyses of the 454 data and relationship between Drosophila phylogeny

and microbiota composition.
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sequences, but none of the OTUs was common to all host species. Furthermore, in

both of two independent sets of Drosophila species, the gut bacterial community

composition was not congruent with host phylogeny. The final analysis identified no

common OTUs across three wild and four laboratory samples of D. melanogaster. Our

results yielded no consistent evidence for a core microbiota in Drosophila. We

conclude that the taxonomic composition of gut microbiota varies widely within and

among Drosophila populations and species. This is reminiscent of the patterns of

bacterial composition in guts of some other animals, including humans.

Introduction

The animal gut is a habitat for microorganisms, which are generally acquired orally

with food. Nevertheless, the gut microbiota does not simply reflect the

microorganisms in the food, but can be dominated by bacteria that are taxonomically

distinct from bacteria in other environments (Ley et al., 2008b; Tamames et al., 2010;

Chandler et al., 2011). The distinctiveness of the gut microbiota can be attributed to

the ecological conditions in the gut, including regions with extreme pH or redox

potential, biologically active compounds (for example, digestive enzymes, immune

effectors) and disturbance (for example, bulk flow of food, production of mucus or

other extracellular secretions, epithelial cell turnover) (Karasov and Douglas, 2013).

Furthermore, the gut is a living habitat, and coevolutionary interactions between the

microbiota and the animal have been predicted, potentially resulting in the

evolutionary divergence of gut-associated microorganisms from their free-living

relatives, and codiversification of the microbiota and animal host (Dethlefsen et al.,

2007; Walter et al., 2011). Sustained codiversification results incongruence between
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host phylogeny and composition of the gut microbiota.

A subset of the gut microbiota has been reported to be shared among host individuals

within various animal species, including Anopheles mosquitoes, the honey bee Apis

mellifera, zebrafish Danio rerio and the laboratory mouse (Mohr and Tebbe, 2006;

Martinson et al., 2011; Roeselers et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Pedron et al., 2012;

Tang et al., 2012). This subset has been described as the core microbiota (Hamady and

Knight, 2009; Shade and Handelsman, 2012). Nevertheless, substantial temporal and

among-individual variation in composition of the microbiota has been reported in

some animals (Robinson et al., 2010; Caporaso et al., 2011; Lozupone et al., 2012;

The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012), and it has been suggested that

high variability in species composition may be characteristic of some microbial

communities in animals and other habitats (Burke et al., 2011).

The presence and abundance of microorganisms in a host can also be influenced by

ecological relationships among the gut microorganisms. The interactions may be

antagonistic (competition (−/−), amensalism (−/0)) or positive (commensalism (+/0),

mutualism (+/+)). Positive interactions would promote the persistence of a core

microbiota, while negative interactions would reduce microbial co-occurrence,

potentially leading to variation in microbiota composition among host individuals.

Specific instances of competition, metabolite cross-feeding and other among-microbe

interactions are known, (for example, Coyne et al., 2005; Donohoe et al., 2011;

Rosenthal et al., 2011), but the overall contribution of positive and negative

interactions to the microbial community has rarely been considered. Exceptionally,

Faust et al. (2012) found that most interactions in the human microbiota are negative,

suggesting that processes such as competition and niche differentiation may be
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important determinants of community structure in this system.

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether drosophilid flies have a core set

of gut-associated bacterial taxa. The gut microbiota in these insects has been reported

to include Proteobacteria (especially Acetobacteraceae and Enterobacteriaceae) and

Firmicutes of the order Lactobacillales (notably Lactobacillus and Enterococcus

species). Despite regional variation in conditions (pH, redox potential and so on) in the

gut (Shanbhag and Tripathi, 2009), bacteria occur in the crop, midgut and hindgut,

with densities up to 106 cells per fly (Corby-Harris et al., 2007; Cox and Gilmore,

2007; Ren et al., 2007; Roh et al., 2008; Sharon et al., 2010; Chandler et al., 2011;

Storelli et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2011). Elimination of the gut bacteria can result in

delayed larval development, altered lifespan and changes in nutrient allocation

attributable to disruption in insect insulin signaling (Brummel et al., 2004; Shin et al.,

2011; Storelli et al., 2011; Ridley et al., 2012). An important caveat to our

understanding is whether the gut microbiota includes a common phylogenetic subset.

Cox and Gilmore (2007) noted three taxa, Acetobacter aceti, A. pasteurianus and

Enterococcus faecalis, in two laboratory strains and one wild population, but Corby-

Harris et al. (2007) described 74 taxa that were ‘unevenly spread’ among wild

populations of D. melanogaster. Chandler et al. (2011) reported that members of

Enterobacteriaceae and Lactobacillales are very widely distributed, but apparently not

universal, across 20 populations of multiple species. The shallow sampling available

to the Sanger sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene used in these studies raises the

possibility that some invariant taxa were undetected. This caveat can be addressed by

high throughput sequencing as the bacterial communities in D. melanogaster are of

low diversity, with saturation of rarefaction curves at <20 000 pyrosequencing reads of
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16S rRNA gene amplicons (Wong et al., 2011).

In addition to the gut microbiota, some drosophilids possess bacteria, notably

Wolbachia and Spiroplasma, which colonize internal organs, especially the gonads

(Mateos et al., 2006). These vertically transmitted bacteria can cause reproductive

distortion, and confer protection against natural enemies (Hedges et al., 2008; Werren

et al., 2008). They often have intermediate prevalence in populations and species, and

do not contribute to the microbiota in the gut lumen (O’Neill et al., 1997; Jaenike et al.

2010).

The specific aims of this study on the gut microbiota of drosophilid flies were twofold.

First, we tested for a common subset of the gut microbiota by two complementary

methods: taxon-specific PCR assays of bacteria previously shown to account for

>90% of the bacteria in D. melanogaster (Wong et al., 2011) and pyrosequencing of

the total bacterial community. Second, we investigated two ecological patterns likely

associated with a core microbiota: positive co-occurrence of different bacteria in

individual flies and congruence between host phylogeny and bacterial community

composition. Most experiments were conducted on flies in laboratory culture. This

enabled us to use aseptically dissected guts (not feasible with field-collected flies),

giving assurance that the bacteria scored were members of the gut microbiota.

Supplementary whole-body analyses of field-collected D. melanogaster compared the

microbiota in wild and laboratory flies of one species.

This first comprehensive analysis of the gut microbiota in multiple Drosophila species

revealed that the composition of the gut microbiota is remarkably inconstant, and does

not vary in concordance with host phylogeny. In this respect, we found no evidence of

microbial taxa that are shared in all Drosophila hosts.
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Experimental procedures

Drosophila samples

Samples of adult Drosophila were derived from: 11 Drosophila species reared at

Cornell University on Y-G diet (Brewer’s yeast (MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA,

USA) and glucose (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) (both at 83 g l-1), agar (10 g l -1

(Genesee Scientific, San Diego, CA, USA) and preservatives (0.04% phosphoric acid,

0.42% propionic acid (Sigma); seven Drosophila species maintained at University of

Rochester on Formula 4–24 (Carolina Biological Supply Company); and samples of

D. melanogaster adults (mixed age and sex) collected from three USA sites and fixed

immediately in 70% ethanol (Table 2.1 and Supplementary Table S1).
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Table 2.1 Drosophila species and number of bacterial OTUs identified from 454

sequence analysis of 16S rRNA gene amplicons.

Species Strain Source Number of OTUsa

Set -1: reared on Y-G diet at Cornell University
D. ananassae DSSC #14024-0371.13 Hawaii 42
D. erecta DSSC #14021-0224.01 Not known 17
D. melanogaster Canton S Not known 41,48b

D. persimilis DSSC #14011-0111.42 Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada 35
D. pseudoobscura SD02 Not known 130
D. santomea DSSC #1402 -0271.01 San Tome and Principe Island 46
D. sechellia DSSC #14021-0248.03 Cousin Island, Seychelles 62
D. simulans DSSC # 14021-0251.001 Georgetown, Guyana 36
D. virilis DSSC #15010--1051.87 Not known 64
D. willistoni DSSC # 14030-0811.24 Guadaloupe Island, France 48
D. yakuba DSSC # 14021-0261.01 Liberia 62

Set-2: reared on Formula 4-24 at Rochester University

D. deflecta 15130-2018.00 Skunk cabbage-feeder, Princeton NJ 318
D. duncanii NJ-1 2009 Mushroom-feeder, New Jersey 108
D. falleni Pittsford 2010-1 Mushroom-feeder, Pittsford, NY 223
D. munda SWRS 2005 Mushroom-feeder, SW Research Station, Portal, AZ 195
D. neotestacea W+S+ Pittsford 2007 Mushroom-feeder, Pittsford, NY 71
D. quinaria Pittsford 2010-1 Skunk cabbage-feeder, Pittsford, NY 204,224b

D. suboccidentalis Diamond Lake 2005-19 Mushroom-feeder, Diamond Lake, Oregon 194
Set 3: fresh field-collected

D. melanogaster NY1 Decaying vegetation at Pittsford, NY (09/7/10) 178
D. melanogaster NY2 Apples at Apple Farm, Victor, NY (09/7/10) 61
D. melanogaster AZ Bananas at SW Research Station, AZ (09/10/11) 110

Abbreviation: OTUs - Operational taxonomic units, defined with pair-wise 97% sequence identity
a Samples comprised dissected guts for set-1 and set-2, and whole insect bodies for set-3

b Two technical replicates were analyzed, with both values displayed.

DNA isolation

Total genomic DNA was extracted from isolated adult fly guts or whole-bodies (age

and sex varying with experiment, as below) by the method of Cenis et al. (1993). Guts

from surface-sterilized flies were dissected in sterile Ringer’s solution as previously

described (Wong et al., 2011). Samples were homogenized in 180 μl lysis buffer

(20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 2 mM sodium EDTA, 1.2% Triton-X 100, 20 mg ml -1

lysozyme) and incubated at 37 °C for 1.5 h, with brief bead-beating at 45 min in a

Disruptor Genie using 0.1 mm glass beads (Scientific Industries, Bohemia, NY, USA).

Twenty microlitres 10 × extraction buffer (2 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 2.5 M NaCl, 0.25M

EDTA, 5% w/v SDS) and 10 μl proteinase K (20 mg ml -1) were added, samples were
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incubated at 55 °C for 1 h and precipitated with 100 μl 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2).

The supernatant was mixed with equal volume 100% ice-cold isopropanol and

incubated at room temperature for 30 min before centrifugation for 30 min at 18 000 g.

After discarding the supernatant, each pellet was washed in 500 μl 70% ice-cold

ethanol, dried and resuspended in 20 μl sterile water.

End-point PCR assays of bacterial prevalence

L. breivs, L. fructivorans, L. plantarum, Acetobacter pomorum and A. tropicalis in the

guts of individual flies were scored by end-point PCRs using taxon-specific 16S rRNA

gene primers (Supplementary Table S2a). The experimental samples were five; 5–7-

days-old and 4–5-weeks-old adults of both sexes, run in parallel with positive controls

comprising DNA from pure culture of the corresponding bacteria and sterile water as

negative control. The PCR reactions were as in Wong et al. (2011). PCR products

were separated by gel electrophoresis using 1% agarose gel and visualized with

SYBRSafe (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Sanger’s sequencing confirmed the

identity of representative bands.

Multiplex 454 pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA gene sequences

Each sample comprised 50 guts (laboratory-reared flies) or 10 bodies of D.

melanogaster (laboratory strain ZH26, wild samples), with a drop of Ringer’s solution

treated as for dissections but without insect material as the negative control. The

laboratory fly samples comprised approximately equal numbers of males and females,

and were of similar age range within set-1 and ZH26 (5–10-days-old) and set-2 (a

broad age distribution for every species); the wild flies were of unknown age. 16S
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rRNA amplicons of the V2 16S rRNA region were prepared as previously described

(Wong et al., 2011), with primers mentioned in Supplementary Table S2b. Equal

amounts (ng) of three reaction products per sample were mixed and purified using the

QIAquick PCR purification kit (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA), followed by Pico-

Green quantification. Emulsion PCR was conducted at 1.5 copies per bead using only

‘A’ beads for unidirectional 454 GS-FLX pyrosequencing with standard Titanium

chemistry.

Pyrosequencing flowgrams were converted to sequence reads using 454 Life Science

software (www.454.com). Reads with ambiguous nucleotides (N) and <270

nucleotides after the forward primer, and mismatches with the 16S rRNA gene primers

were excluded in the initial filtering. Multiplexed samples from two half-plate runs

were combined before downstream analyses by modifying the barcodes in the fna files

and concatenating the two fna and qual files into a single fna and qual file,

respectively. The QIIME 1.4.0 virtualbox package was used to split the multiplexed

sequences, discard chimeras, denoise the data, bin sequences at 97% sequence identity

and make taxonomy calls to genus level (Caporaso et al., 2010). Default parameters

were used except that the denoising cutoff was set to retain doubletons, and the RDP

classifier was applied using a custom Greengenes database to assign class through

genus designations. Species identity of each operational taxonomic units (OTU) was

assigned by local BLAST (Stand-alone MEGABLAST program) with the 16S

Microbial database (June 2012). OTUs with either single reads or fewer reads than in

the negative controls were excluded. For comparison, OTU tables were generated in

Pyrotagger (http://pyrotagger.jgi-psf.org/release). Reads assigned to Wolbachia were

excluded because, first, this bacterium is not a member of the gut microbiota (it has
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weak tropism for the gut, and does not inhabit the gut lumen); and, second, the D.

ananassae genome includes laterally acquired Wolbachia sequences (Dunning Hotopp

et al., 2007), such that Wolbachia reads are a measure of host DNA in the gut samples

(D. ananassae accounted for 90% of Wolbachia reads across all gut samples assayed).

For consistency, Wolbachia reads were removed from data sets for whole-body

samples of wild flies. Reads assigned to Wolbachia are shown as ‘excluded sequences’

in Supplementary Table S3, and the minimal effect of their exclusion on our analysis

is indicated by PCA plots in Supplementary Figure S1. The samples included technical

replicates for two Drosophila species (D. melanogaster in set-1, D. quinaria in set-2).

PCA plots of the bacterial communities were created using pcaMethods (Stacklies et

al., 2007) in R (R Development Core Team, 2012), following log-transformation of

number of reads per OTU. Correlation matrices derived from the OTU tables were

used to create dendrograms of the bacterial communities using pvclust (CRAN.R-

project.org/package=pvclust) and ape (Paradis et al., 2004) in R, and compared with

Drosophila phylogenetic trees built in BioEdit from a clustalX alignment of

concatenated DNA sequences obtained from NCBI. Trees were manipulated in

FigTree v1.3.1. Graphical taxonomy networks were created using the

make_otu_network.py QIIME script and visualized as an unweighted forced-directed

layout with Cytoscape v2.8.2 (Smoot et al., 2011) using default QIIME instructions.

The analyses shown were conducted with the full microbiota; the patterns were

equivalent when OTUs representing <1% or <0.1% of reads were excluded (data not

shown).
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Bacterial co-occurrence analyses

The likelihood of co-occurrence of bacterial species in individual flies was analysed

by C-score test (Stone and Roberts, 1990) using data obtained by PCR with taxon-

specific primers for each fly. C-score calculates the mean number of instances where

two bacterial species co-occur, across all fly species pairs. The computed C-score is

significantly greater than the null distribution if the bacteria co-occur less frequently

than predicted by chance, and less than the null distribution for positive co-occurrence.

The prevalence data sets were arranged in presence-absence matrices with the five

bacterial species as rows and individual flies as columns. The most appropriate null

model for these data, in which the presence/absence of each bacterial species in each

fly is known, is the ‘fixed-fixed’ null model (SIM9 of Gotelli, 2000). The observed

data matrices were compared with 5000 randomly generated matrices using EcoSim

7.72 (Gotelli and Entsminger, 2012).

Results

Prevalence of bacteria in laboratory Drosophila populations

Our first approach to investigate the taxonomic composition of the gut microbiota in

Drosophila was to score for five bacterial taxa in individual flies of 21 strains in 10

Drosophila species (Figure 2.1a). The five bacteria have previously been shown to

account for >90% of the bacteria in multi-individual samples D. melanogaster strain

Canton-S in our laboratory (Wong et al., 2011). No bacterial taxon was detected in

every individual of every fly strain. One bacterium, L. fructivorans, was detected in at

least one fly of every Drosophila strain; A. pomorum, A. tropicalis and L. plantarum

were detected in every strain except D. melanogaster ZH26 (strain-4 in Figure 2.1a)
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and L. breivs was detected in 13 (62%) of the strains. Overall, the frequency of each

bacterium did not vary significantly with age (5–7-days-old versus 4–5-weeks-old) or

sex (P>0.05), but the frequency of A. pomorum, L. breivs and L. plantarum varied

significantly among strains (P<0.001).
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Figure 2.1 Analysis of the composition of bacterial communities in Drosophila

species. (a) Prevalence of 5 bacterial taxa in 21 Drosophila strains (Drosophila strain

details provided in Supplementary Table S1). (b) Abundance of bacterial phyla in

pyrosequence analyses. (c) Abundance of dominant species in Drosophila species set-

1 based on 97% similarity OTU assignments. (d) Abundance of dominant species in

Drosophila species set-2 based on 97% similarity OTU assignments.
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In a few of the 21 Drosophila strains, every individual scored positive for a bacterial

taxon: nine (43%) strains for A. tropicalis, five (24%) for L. fructivorans, four (19%)

for A. pomorum, one (5%) for L. plantarum and none for L. breivs. Furthermore, each

of the bacteria was at intermediate prevalence (that is, at least one fly scored positive

and one fly scored negative) in more than half of the 21 strains (ranging from 52% for

A. tropicalis to 90% for L. plantarum). By the criterion of diagnostic PCR assay, most

of the five bacteria are not members of the core microbiota in most of the Drosophila

strains, and none was core to every strain.

To investigate the pattern of occurrence of the five bacteria across the individual flies,

the data set was analysed by C-scores. The C-score for the full data set, 4114.5, was

significantly higher than expected by chance (P<0.001), indicating that the bacterial

species co-occurred less often than in random distribution. Significantly elevated C-

scores were also obtained for young males (P<0.001) and females (P<0.002), and old

males (P<0.01), indicative of segregation among the bacteria in these samples. The C-

score for old females was not significant (P>0.05). In general, significant scores were

associated with negative relationships between L. fructivorans and Acetobacter

species. The observed segregation among these bacteria would tend to hinder the

assembly of a core microbiota.

One D. melanogaster strain, ZH26, was unique; in that every fly was colonized with

only one of the five tested taxa: L. fructivorans (Figure 1a). In a complementary 454

analysis (Supplementary Table S3a), L. fructivorans accounted for >99% of the 55 683

reads, confirming the PCR data and indicating that strain ZH26 does not bear a highly

divergent bacterial community. This colonization status was not consistent across fly

generations: when the five taxon-specific PCR assays were repeated on the same stock
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of ZH26 9 months later, all five bacteria were universally present; but L. breivs and L.

plantarum were absent after a further 3 months (Table 2.2, Supplementary Figure

S2a).

Table 2.2 Temporal variation in frequency of bacterial taxa in individual adult D.

melanogaster.

Taxon-

specific PCR

assay

Strain ZH26 (10 flies per sample) Strain Canton S (10 flies per sample)

Number of flies positive for bacterium Χ2 (2 df) Number of flies positive for bacterium Χ2 (2 df)

Feb 2011

(time-0)

Nov 2011

(9 months)

Apr 2012

(12 months)

May 2010

(time-0)

Feb 2011

(9 months)

Feb 2012

(21 months)

A.pomorum 0 10 10 10,

p=0.007*

10 10 6 1.23, p=0.54

A.tropicalis 0 10 10 10,

p=0.007*

10 4 10 3, p=0.223

L.brevis 0 10 0 20, p

<0.001*

10 5 0 10,

p=0.007*

L.fructivorans 10 10 10 0, p=1 9 10 9 0.07,

p=0.966

L.plantarum 0 10 0 20,

p<0.001*

10 9 0 10,

p=0.007*

To assess whether variability in the composition of the gut bacteria was unique to

ZH26, we determined the prevalence of the five dominant gut taxa in D. melanogaster

strain Canton-S (in which the five taxa were originally identified (Wong et al., 2011).

All five bacteria were detected, but none was universally present, in the three samples

of 10 flies analysed over 21 months. The prevalence of every bacterium shifted

between the three sampling periods, and L. breivs and L. plantarum varied between

being present in all and none of the 10 flies tested (Table 2.2, Supplementary Figure
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S2b). We conclude that variation in bacterial prevalence is not unique to strain ZH26.

These results indicate that the five bacteria previously identified as major constituents

of the gut microbiota under our laboratory rearing conditions are not universally

present in all individual flies, and they vary in prevalence across generations.

Pyrosequencing of bacterial communities in Drosophila

As an alternative approach to investigate the bacterial communities in Drosophila

guts, we quantified the total gut microbiota by pyrosequencing 16S rRNA gene

amplicons from three independent sets of drosophilid flies (Table 2.1). In total,

26 811–62 138 reads of 16S rRNA gene amplicons per sample were identified in

QIIME, after quality filtering and removal of chimeras and single reads

(Supplementary Table S3b–d). All the rarefaction curves tended to saturation

(Supplementary Figure S3), indicating that the OTUs were representative of the total

bacterial community in each sample. Close correspondence in the number and identity

of the OTUs between two technical replicate samples (samples of the same genomic

DNA) were obtained for both D. melanogaster in set-1 (Pearson’s correlation

coefficient r=0.998, P<0.0001) and D. quinaria in set-2 (r=0.959, P<0.0001)

(Supplementary Figure S4), showing that random sampling effects, which have

constrained the reproducibility of pyrosequencing data in certain complex bacterial

communities (Zhou et al., 2011), were not significant in this study. The combined data

for set-1 and set-2 (Supplementary Table S3e) were also processed by Pyrotagger, an

alternative program used in our previous research on the gut microbiota of D.

melanogaster (Wong et al., 2011). The correlation between the outputs of QIIME and

Pyrotagger was highly significant for numbers of reads (Pearson’s correlation

coefficient, r=0.988, P<0.001) and OTUs (r=0.972, P<0.001), although, on average,
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18% fewer reads were obtained by Pyrotagger than QIIME (Supplementary Table S4).

All 16S rRNA gene amplicon reads in set-1 could be assigned to two phyla:

Proteobacteria and Firmicutes (Figure 2.1b). Two genera, Lactobacillus (Firmicutes)

and Acetobacter (α-Proteobacteria) accounted for 94–100% of the reads in every

sample (Supplementary Table S3b). The most abundant bacterium in every

Drosophila species was either L. fructivorans OTU179 or A. pomorum OTU630,

which accounted for up to 63% and 82%, respectively, of all 16S reads per sample

(Figure 2.1c). Nonetheless, none of the 209 OTUs or 124 bacterial species were

present in every Drosophila species (Supplementary Table S3b). We conclude that no

bacterial taxon at the level of OTU or species is present at detectable levels in all 11

Drosophila species.

The data for set-1 were investigated by PCA. Phylogenetically related Drosophila

species were not clustered by the first two axes, which together accounted for 73% of

the variance (Figure 2.2a), or any other axis combination tested. The implication that

the bacterial communities were not patterned according to host phylogeny was

confirmed by the poor correspondence between the phylogenetic relationship among

the 11 Drosophila species and the relatedness of host-associated gut bacterial

community taxonomic composition (Figure 2.2b). Furthermore, the bacterial

communities could not be differentiated between fly samples possessing and lacking

Wolbachia (Supplementary Figure S1).
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Figure 2.2 Relationship between bacterial community composition and Drosophila

species based on 97% similarity OTU assignments. (a) Principal components analysis

(PCA) of the bacterial community and (b) correspondence between dendrograms of

bacterial communities and the phylogeny of Drosophila in set-1. (c) PCA and (d)

dendrogram correspondence in Drosophila set-2. (e) PCA and (f) bipartite graph of D.

melanogaster from wild (AZ, NY1, NY2: see Table 1c) and laboratory (CS1-4

(Canton-S isolates) and ZH26: see legend to Supplementary Table S3f).

(Abbreviations in (a) and (c) indicate species name, as provided in (b) and (d),

respectively, for example, Dq is D. quinaria, Dde is D. deflecta).
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As an independent test for the relationship between bacterial community composition

and host phylogeny, we investigated the bacterial community in guts dissected from

Drosophila species of set-2 (Table 2.1). These bacteria included representatives of

seven phyla (Figure 2.1b, Supplementary Table S3c) and were dominated by

Enterococcus termitis OTU659 and Vagococcus fluvialis OTU4 in the Firmicutes

(Lactobacillales), and Providencia rettgeri OTU937 and Serratia nematodiphila OTU3

in the γ-Proteobacteria (Figure 2.1d). Ten (1%) of the 997 OTUs were detected in all

seven Drosophila species (Supplementary Table S3c), accounting in total for 1–70%

of the reads (median 9%), but the prevalence of these OTUs among the individual flies

contributing to each samples (that included both sexes and a broad age range) is

unknown. As with set-1, the relationship among bacterial communities did not map

onto the phylogeny of their Drosophila hosts (Figures 2.2c and d).

Our final analysis tested for bacterial OTUs or species shared across field-collected

and laboratory samples of a single Drosophila species, D. melanogaster. The three

field-collected samples included representatives of three bacterial phyla: Firmicutes,

Proteobacteria and at <5%, Actinobacteria (Figure 2.1b). The dominant Firmicutes

included Leuconostoc mesenteroides OTU5 and Lactococcus lactis OTU121, and the

abundant Proteobacteria were Acetobacteraceae, specifically Gluconobacter japonicus

OTU4 and Gluconobacter albidus OTU6 and the γ-proteobacterium Tatumella ptyseos

OTU1 (Supplementary Table S3d).

The bacterial communities in the three wild samples were compared with five data sets

for laboratory cultures of D. melanogaster. No OTU or species was detected in each

sample (Supplementary Table S3f), offering no support for bacterial taxa universally

present in the guts of D. melanogaster. The wild samples grouped together closely on
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the first two axes of the PCA, and were separated from the laboratory samples (Figure

2.2e). The difference between wild and laboratory samples and the greater variability

among laboratory samples are confirmed by the bipartite graph, in which the edges

connect each host sample node to every bacterial OTU in that sample (Figure 2.2f).

Discussion

Immigration with food and emigration with feces are important processes shaping the

microbial community in animal guts, including variation in community composition

among host individuals and over time within one host. Despite this continual flux of

microorganisms through the gut habitat, a subset of the microorganisms is consistently

recovered from certain animal taxa. This subset, sometimes described as the ‘core

microbiota’, is of special interest because it is predicted to be ecologically-distinctive

and may have coevolved with the host.

The concept of the core microbiota has been applied in multiple ways. In some

studies, specific bacterial taxa has been detected in all samples, each of which

comprised multiple hosts, but the prevalence of the bacteria in each individual was not

tested (Mohr and Tebbe, 2006; Martinson et al., 2011; Roeselers et al., 2011; Wang et

al., 2011). Other investigations have tested individual hosts, often with study-specific

criteria for a core, for example, relaxation of the detected prevalence of the bacteria to

80 or 50% of hosts, or use of variable or low (<97%) OTU-call cutoffs (Qin et al.,

2010; Boissiere et al., 2012; Moran et al., 2012; Nelson et al., 2012; Salonen et al.,

2012). Such relaxation can be justified for technical reasons, including the artifactual

inflation of community diversity from contamination, error in sequencing and

sequence alignment and incomplete sampling, especially for highly diverse bacterial
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communities (Huse et al., 2010; Kunin et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2012; Wylie et al.,

2012). Nevertheless, the variation in criteria adopted across different studies and

animal systems hinders systematic analysis of the degree of partner fidelity between

animals and their gut microbiota.

Despite these general difficulties, consistent patterns in the taxonomic diversity of the

gut microbiota in drosophilid flies are emerging. The bacterial communities are very

predictable at high-phylogenetic levels, dominated by one, two or all of the order

Lactobacillales (phylum Firmicutes) and the families Enterobacteriaceae and

Acetobacteraceae (phylum Proteobacteria) (References in Introduction); but they vary

irregularly at the level of genus, species and OTU. This inconstancy is evident at

multiple phylogenetic scales of the host, among-species, within-species and even

within single laboratory lines, and no OTU was detected in every sample analysed in

this study. Although technical artifacts can inflate among-sample differences (see

above), the severity of these limitations is much ameliorated in this study of the

Drosophila system by the use of whole-gut samples and the near-saturation of

sequence reads.

The composition of the gut microbiota can also be affected strongly by rearing

conditions. In particular, repeated environmental perturbations (including variation in

food consumed) in the field may prevent the realization of the full core microbiota in

some individuals, while laboratory-reared animals may not have access to key

members of the core microbiota occurring in the natural habitat. In this study,

individual microbial taxa were not generally found to be shared universally, either

within or among drosophilid species in laboratory conditions. In particular, the data do

not substantiate the common bacterial taxa found by Cox and Gilmore (2007) across
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laboratory and field conditions for one species, D. melanogaster. Our results

complement and extend the research of Chandler et al. (2011), in which shallow

sampling with Sanger sequencing failed to yield a common subset of bacterial OTUs

among field samples of multiple Drosophila species.

The incongruence between drosophilid phylogeny and bacterial community

composition suggests weak partner fidelity, and that a consistent microbiota does not

operate across evolutionary timescales in this system. The implication is that, in terms

of taxonomic composition, the gut microbiota in Drosophila has neither coevolved

with the host over evolutionary time, nor tracked evolutionary changes in gut

physiology that may vary according to phylogenetic relatedness between different host

taxa. In this respect, Drosophila appears to parallel mammals, for which no

phylogenetic pattern in the composition of the gut microbiota has been found (Ley et

al., 2008a; Muegge et al., 2011). Our results differ from the evidence for congruence

between host phylogeny and gut microbiota composition obtained, for example, for

bacterial community composition in laboratory cultures of jewel wasps Nasonia

(Brucker and Bordenstein, 2012), and wild populations of both great apes/humans

(Ochman et al., 2010) and termites (Hongoh et al., 2005); and the genotypes of one

bacterial species, Lactobacillus reuteri, in studies that included inbred lab mice and

rats (Oh et al., 2010; Frese et al., 2011). An important issue for future work is the

ecological factors that dictate the variation in the congruence of host-microbiota

phylogenies across different animal groups.

The inconstancy in Drosophila gut microbiota composition raises two broad issues:

the population processes that dictate whether a microbial community includes a

consistent subset, and how taxonomic composition influences the functional traits of
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the bacterial community. A consistent subset of the microbiota would be promoted by

high rates of transmission between conspecific hosts (including parent-to-offspring

and among kin), and by extended residence time within individual hosts. As gut

microorganisms are routinely shed in feces, residence time of an ingested

microorganism and its descendants is shaped by the relationship between the rates of

proliferation and emigration (Savage, 1977; Costello et al., 2012). Variation in these

key ecological parameters among different animal groups has yet to be compared

systematically. The second issue, the relationship between taxonomic and functional

diversity of animal-associated bacterial communities, has been studied in mammalian

gut associations, with evidence that taxonomically diverse bacterial communities can

be functionally equivalent, for example, that a taxonomically-variable microbiota can

potentially support a core microbiome (Turnbaugh et al., 2008; Muegge et al., 2011;

The Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012; Morgan et al., 2013). Research to

date on Drosophila has focused on the relationship between taxonomic composition of

the bacteria and host phenotype. There is persuasive evidence that individual members

of the gut microbiota vary in their impact on the phenotype of D. melanogaster (Shin

et al., 2011; Storelli et al., 2011), but the effects of natural variation among bacteria on

the phenotype and fitness of Drosophila in laboratory culture and field remain to be

studied.

Relevant to these considerations, multiple aspects of insect function can be altered by

experimental elimination of the gut microbiota, including intestinal cell proliferation,

nutrient content, metabolic rate, insulin signaling, larval developmental rates and

lifespan (Brummel et al., 2004; Buchon et al., 2009; Shin et al., 2011; Storelli et al.,

2011; Ridley et al., 2012). These data suggest Drosophila is adapted to the presence of
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microorganisms in the gut, even though the taxonomic composition of the microbiota

is variable and partner fidelity is weak at timescales ranging from a few generations in

a single laboratory culture to millions of years of Drosophila evolution. As noted

above, this may be reminiscent of evolution with a core microbiome rather than a core

microbiota. Furthermore, many drosophilid flies are additionally associated with

vertically-transmitted bacteria (especially Wolbachia and Spiroplasma) localized to

the reproductive organs and other internal tissues. It is an open question whether these

bacteria may influence the composition and function of the spatially distinct gut

microbiota. A full understanding of the ecology of the inconstant gut microbiota of

drosophilids will require further research on the interaction of host traits with the

composition and activities of the bacterial taxa.
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CHAPTER 4

THE NUTRITIONAL BENEFITS OF THE GUT MICROBIOTA IN

DROSOPHILA3

Abstract

Insight into the nutritional benefits of symbiotic microorganisms to animals can be

gained by analysis of the impact of experimentally eliminating the microorganisms on

the fitness and nutritional status of animals reared on different diets. In this study,

conventional and axenic Drosophila melanogaster (i.e. flies with an unmanipulated

microbiota and microbe-free flies, respectively) were raised on 16 diets of

systematically varied glucose and yeast content. High mortality of axenic Drosophila

on diets of very low yeast:glucose ratio was reversed by dietary supplement of B-

vitamins, suggesting that the microbiota either represent a source of these nutrients or

facilitate their uptake from the diet. In axenic flies, storage of energy as lipid and

carbohydrate (glycogen, trehalose and glucose) was consistently elevated relative to

conventional flies, and correlated with dietary glucose:yeast ratio. The high energy

storage coupled with extended development time and reduced body weight. These data

suggest that the microbiota may promote host fitness by the consumption of dietary

sugar and thereby balancing the availability of nutrients in yeast relative to excess

dietary carbohydrates. Pyrosequencing of the 16S rRNA gene amplicons revealed that

the bacterial community associated with conventional flies was dominated by

Acetobacteraceae and Lactobacillus, the composition of which was not discernibly

3 Article in preparation for journal submission by Wong, ACN., Dobson, A.J. and Douglas, AE.

Dobson, A.J. conducted the statistical analyses of the performance and nutritional data.
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structured by dietary yeast or glucose content. It is concluded that the microbiota

contributes to the nutrition of Drosophila via multiple processes, and that each

nutritional interaction can potentially be mediated by multiple bacterial species.

Introduction

There is increasing evidence that the resident microorganisms in animal guts have a

major influence on the nutrition of their animal hosts (Flint et al., 2012; Karasov and

Douglas, 2013). These microorganisms shape animal nutrition in multiple ways. They

can compete with the host for ingested nutrients or provide supplementary nutrients to

the host, alter animal feeding, nutrient assimilation and nutrient allocation patterns, by

modulating the nutrient sensing and signaling pathways of the animal host (Backhed et

al., 2004; Caricilli and Saad, 2013; Goodman et al., 2009; Vijay-Kumar et al., 2010).

Multiple studies indicate that the resident microorganisms generally promote animal

nutrition, although the nutritional benefit can vary with diet, composition of the

microbiota and animal genotype (Benson et al., 2010; Kau et al., 2011; Smith et al.,

2013). A mismatch between the microbiota and animal can result in poor host health, a

condition known as dysbiosis (Nicholson et al., 2012; Stecher et al., 2013).

Much of current understanding of the nutritional significance of the gut microbiota in

animals comes from comparisons between animals bearing an unmanipulated

microbiota (conventional animals), animals deprived of their microbiota (axenic,

microbe-free animals), and animals experimentally associated with specific gut

bacteria (gnotobiotic animals) (Gordon and Pesti, 1971; Smith et al., 2007; Yi and Li,

2012). Another informative experimental strategy uses animals with mutations,

especially of metabolic or immune functions, that cause correlated changes in the
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composition of the microbiota and host nutritional indices (Turnbaugh et al., 2006;

Vijay-Kumar et al., 2010). Most of these studies are conducted on a single diet, or two

(or several) diets in which either a single nutritional component is altered, or in which

the composition is fixed but at different concentrations. These approaches provide

important insights into specific aspects of the nutritional interactions between animals

and their microbiota, but are not designed to yield a global understanding of the

nutritional significance of the microbiota.

Inclusive information on the nutritional significance of microorganisms to their animal

host can be obtained from systematic dietary analysis, by subjecting conventional and

axenic host to diets of systematically varied composition. For various symbioses,

disproportionately low performance of microbe-free animals, relative to conventional

animals, on certain diets has been attributed to a deficiency in certain nutrients that are

provided by the microorganisms (Douglas 2009). Additionally or alternatively, the

diet have an excess of nutrients that the microorganisms consume and, thereby,

mediate amelioration of the diet. Parallel analysis of the host nutritional composition,

especially densities of major macronutrients (protein, lipid etc.), provides insight into

the impact of the microbiota on host nutritional allocation patterns.

We reasoned that systematic dietary experiments of this design would be especially

valuable to elucidate the nutritional role of resident microorganisms in Drosophila

melanogaster. Our choice of this species and experimental design were founded on

published evidence that the microbiota is important to Drosophila nutrition (Broderick

and Lemaitre, 2012; Erkosar et al., 2013). Elimination of the microbiota results in

extended larval development time and, in some studies, depressed adult weight and

total lifespan (Bakula, 1969; Brummel et al., 2004; Ridley et al., 2012; Shin et al.,
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2011; Storelli et al., 2011). These performance differences between microbe-free and

conventional Drosophila are accompanied by differences in nutritional indices,

including elevated levels of free glucose and, in some studies, glycogen and

triglyceride, together with reduced basal metabolic rates in microbe-free flies (Ridley

et al., 2012; Shin et al., 2011). Diet composition, fly genotype and the composition of

the microbiota may contribute to the among-study variation. The microbiota is

generally dominated by Acetobacteraceae and Lactobacillales, especially Acetobacter

and Lactobacillus species in long-term laboratory fly cultures (Chandler et al., 2011;

Wong et al., 2011). Flies mono-associated with A. pomorum display elevated

expression of the insulin-like peptide genes dilp-2, -3 and -5 relative to microbe-free

flies, an effect that requires acetic acid, a metabolite produced by A. pomorum, and

can account for the both the extended larval development time and elevated glucose

and lipid levels in microbe-free flies (Shin et al., 2011). L. plantarum has been

suggested to contribute to the protein nutrition of Drosophila because this bacterium

promotes larval development on diets containing low concentrations of yeast (the sole

dietary source of protein); and it has been proposed specifically that L. plantarum

promotes the assimilation of dietary protein, with the downstream activation of TOR

and insulin signaling pathways (Storelli et al., 2011).

The purpose of this study was to identify the key nutritional interactions between

Drosophila melanogaster and its microbiota by a comparison of the performance and

nutritional status of conventional and microbe-fee flies on diets of systematically

varied composition. The 16 test diets comprised glucose and yeast (which provided

protein, lipid, vitamins and minerals), at concentrations systematically varied over an

eight-fold range (25-200 g l-1). Our analyses revealed that the difference between
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conventional and microbe-free flies was driven by the dietary concentration of yeast

and yeast:glucose ratio, and that these differences could most parsimoniously be

explained by two bacterial-mediated processes that are beneficial to the animal host:

bacterial provisioning of B-vitamins, and bacterial consumption of excess dietary

sugar.

Experimental procedures

The insects and diets

Drosophila melanogaster strain Canton S was maintained in routine culture at 25°C

under a 12 h:12 h light–dark cycle on yeast-glucose medium [Y-G, comprising 100 g

inactive Brewer’s yeast and 100 g glucose (MP Biomedicals) l-1, 12 g agar l−1

(Frutarom) and preservatives (0.04% phosphoric acid, 0.42% propionic acid; Sigma)].

The 16 test diets comprised yeast (Y) and glucose (G) at each combination of 25, 50,

100 or 200 g·l−1, giving Y:G ratios ranging from 1:8 to 8:1. For some experiments,

casein protein (Sigma) at 78.8 g l-1 or 33.8 g l-1 final concentration was added to diet

containing 25 g yeast l-1, to give protein contents equivalent to diets with 200 g l-1 and

100 g l-1, respectively (yeast comprises 45% protein, details provided by the

manufacturer). The vitamin supplement to diets comprised thiamine (1.4 mg l-1),

riboflavin (0.7 mg l-1), nicotinic acid (8.4 mg l-1), pantothenate (10.8 mg l-1),

pyridoxine (1.7 mg l-1), biotin 0.1 mg l-1) and folic acid (9 mg l-1), following Sang

(1956) and Blatch (2010). Filter-sterilized supplements were added aseptically to

autoclaved diet, and 7.5 ml volumes of the final diet were distributed to sterile vials

(Corning).

Each experiment was initiated with eggs deposited overnight by mated females. The
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axenic treatment was obtained by dechorionating eggs in 10% sodium hypochlorite,

followed by three rinses in sterile deionized water, as described by Ridley et al.

(2012), and the control eggs (giving rise to conventional flies) were generated in

parallel by the same procedure, except that the hypochlorite was replaced by sterile

water. Twenty five dechorionated or control eggs were transferred to each vial using

aseptic technique in a laminar flow cabinet.

Drosophila performance indices

Axenic and conventional flies were raised in 5 replicate vials (one replicate of every

diet formulation on 5 different days). Vials were monitored daily, and larval

development time to pupation and eclosion and survival to adulthood were scored.

Experiments were terminated 30 days after egg transfer.

Weight and macronutrient analyses

Each sample of 5 male flies or 5 female flies at 4-5 days post eclosion was weighed on

a microbalance (Mettler MX5) to an accuracy of 1 µg. The sample was then hand-

homogenized by plastic pestels in 125 µl ice-cold TE buffer (pH 7.4) comprising 10

mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA and 0.1% Triton-X-100, followed by centrifugation at

7,000 g at 4°C for 1 min. A portion (20 µl) of each supernatant was immediately

stored at -80oC for analysis of total protein, while the remaining supernatant was heat-

treated at 72 oC for 20 minutes to inactivate enzymatic activity before analysis of

glucose, glycogen and triglycerides. Nutritional assays were conducted in 96-well

plates using commercial kits/reagents following manufacturer’s instructions, as

described in Ridley et al. (2012): the DC Protein Assay kit (BioRad, 500-0116), the
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Triglyceride Assay kit from (Sigma, TG-5-RB), and the Glucose (GO) Assay kit

(Sigma, GAGO20) for glucose and glycogen (after treatment with amyloglucosidase at

37 °C for 1 h [2 U ml−1, Sigma A7420]). All colorimetric readings were obtained

using a microplate spectrophotometer (BioRad xMark™).

Amino acid profiling

The free amino acid content of individual 4/5-day-old flies was assayed using the

AccQ Tag derivatization kit (Waters) by UPLC with PDA detector (Waters Acquity).

Ten replicate flies of each sex per treatment were homogenized in 90 μl PBS (pH 8).

A 20 µl portion of the homogenate was mixed with an equal volume of 40 mM HCl,

incubated on ice for 30 minutes and centrifuged at 18000 g at 4˚C for 10 minutes. The

supernatant was then filtered through a 0.45 μm filter plate (Millipore) by

centrifugation at 1500 g for 10 min. The filtrate (2.5 μl) was derivatized with AccQ

Tag (Waters), following manufacturer’s protocol, and injected into Waters Acquity

UPLC with PDA detector and AccQ-Tag Ultra 2.1 x 100 mm column. The gradient

was: 0-0.54 min, 99.9% A 0.1% B; 0.54-5.74 min, 90.9% A and 9.1% B; 5.74-7.74

min, 78.8% A 21.2% B; 7.74-8.04 min, 40.4% A 59.6% B; 8.04-8.64 min, 10% A

90% B; 8.05-8.64 min 10% A 90% B; 8.64-8.73 min 99.9% A 0.1% B; 8.73-9.50 min,

99.9% A 0.1% B (linear between each time point), where A is 10% AccQ-Taq Ultra

Eluent A in water, and B is Accq-Taq Ultra Eluent B. Amino acids were determined

by comparison to standards: 1, 5, 10, 50 and 100 pmol amino acids μl-1 (Waters amino

acid hydrolysate standard #088122, supplemented with asparagine, tryptophan and

glutamine).
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Feeding assays

To measure feeding rates, 110 adult flies of each sex from each treatment were

anesthetized by CO2 and sorted into 11 vials of 10 flies to recover and starved for 2

hours. All feeding assays were conducted 6 hours after onset of the light period. 10

groups were then transferred to diet labeled with a blue dye (0.5% xylene cyanol and

0.1% bromophenol blue) and one group was transferred to dye-free diet as control.

After 30 minutes, the flies were frozen at -80oC, until analyzed. Samples of frozen

flies were thawed for 2 minutes, rinsed gently in water, and the number of flies that

had eaten, as indicated by blue dye in the abdomen was scored by examination under a

dissecting microscope (7x). Each sample were then homogenized in 100 μl TE buffer

(10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA and 0.1% Triton-X-100, pH 7.4) with 1.4 mm ceramic

beads (MP Biomedicals) in FastPrep®-24 Instrument (MP Biomedicals) for 1 minute,

diluted with an additional 500 μl TE buffer and centrifuged at 13,680 g for 3 minutes.

The absorbance of the supernatant were measured at 614 nm using a microplate

spectrophotometer (BioRad xMark™). Absorbance values were transformed to μg

food ingested per fly, by reference to a standard curve generated with dilution series of

the dye (0-200 ng dye ml-1).

Bacterial complement associated with conventional Drosophila

To assess the microbiota composition of conventional flies reared on the different

diets, total genomic DNA was extracted from 6 surface-sterilized whole fly bodies (3

males and 3 females) from each diet using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen),

following a protocol optimized for both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria as

previously described (Wong et al., 2011). A buffer-only sample was prepared as an
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environmental control. 16S ribosomal RNA amplicons of the V2 region were prepared

by triplicate PCR reactions (Wong et al., 2011), using the general 16S rRNA gene

primers 27F-338R tagged with different MIDs. Equal amounts of the triplicate

products per sample were mixed, purified using the QIAquick PCR purification kit

(QIAGEN), and quantified by Quant-iT™ PicoGreen®. Emulsion PCR was conducted

at 1.5 copies per bead using only ‘A’ beads for unidirectional 454 GS-FLX

pyrosequencing with standard Titanium chemistry. Pyrosequencing flowgrams were

analyzed by the procedure of Wong et al. (2013), using QIIME 1.4.0 virtualbox with

default parameters, except that the denoising cutoff was set to remove singletons.

Species identities of the OTUs were assigned by NCBI StandAlone BLAST

(megablast program) using the nucleotide (nt) database (August 2012) under default

settings with supplementary manual curation. OTUs with fewer reads than in the

environmental sample were discarded.

Data visualisation and analysis

All data were analysed in R (version 2.15.1). Development data were analyzed using a

frailty model from the coxme library, Development data were fitted to a three-way

interaction of dietary glucose and dietary yeast as continuous variables, and

microbiota treatment as a factor, with experimental replicate as an additional random

effect. Data were plotted using the survfit function on raw development data.

Other analyses were performed in parallel for males and females. Body weight was

analyzed by a linear model with mass fitted to the same formula as development data.

Nutritional indices were fitted to this formula, following normalization to weight.

When maximal models did not yield comprehensible results, they were simplified by
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stepwise removal of nonsignificant interactions or factors to obtain minimal adequate

models. Data were plotted using the filled.contour function, and full 3d figures were

visualised using the scatterplot3d function. Principal components analyses (PCAs)

were performed using the prcomp function. Only body weight and nutritional index

data were fully paired and balanced, so to obtain PCs of all datasets we took mean

values of these traits, median development time, and estimated mean protein and

carbohydrate ingested (assuming the dietary yeast contains 45% protein and 24%

carbohydrate) for axenic and conventional males and females on each diet for which

we had data (i.e. excluding 1:8 Y:G).

Results

Survival to adulthood and developmental rates

The first experiments investigated the effect of diet composition on the development

time and survivorship of conventional and axenic Drosophila (Figure 3.1 and Table

3.1). Pre-adult mortality of conventional flies was <25% on all diets, but the axenic

Drosophila displayed elevated mortality on low-yeast high-glucose diets, with all of

the insects dying as larvae on the diet containing 25 g yeast and 200 g glucose l-1 (1:8

Y:G). The development of axenic flies was retarded relative to the conventional flies

(Figure 3.1 - Frailty model: main effect of symbiosis; z=8.85, p<0.0001), and the

response to diet also differed between the conventional and axenic flies. Extended

development time was driven by low dietary yeast (z=-9.93, p<0.0001) for

conventional flies, and low yeast:glucose ratio for axenic flies (z=5.12,p<0.0001).
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Figure 3.1 Survival and development of axenic and conventional flies across dietary

space.

Table 3.1 Summary of conventional and axenic developmental indices across dietary

space.

Dietary yeast

(g/l)

Dietary

glucose (g/l)

Median conventional

development time (days)

Median axenic

development time (days)

Percentage

conventional eclosion

Percentage

axenic eclosion

200 200 12 12 85 94

100 200 12 12 83 92

50 200 13 16 89 75

25 200 15 -* 65 -*

200 100 11 11 93 96

100 100 11 11 85 85

50 100 12 13 90 88

25 100 13 16.5 88 50

200 50 11 11 79 91

100 50 11 11 88 89

50 50 11 12 89 90

25 50 12 14 77 72

200 25 11 11 85 95

100 25 11 11 78 88

50 25 11 11 91 90

25 25 11 13 71 87

*Data not obtained due to high mortality.
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The extended development time of axenic Drosophila on diets of low yeast content,

including preadult mortality of axenic Drosophila on diet containing 25 g yeast and

200 g glucose l-1 (1:8 Y:G), suggested that the bacteria in conventional Drosophila

may promote availability of certain yeast constituent(s). We reasoned that the bacteria

may spare the insect requirement for protein or B vitamins in the yeast. To test this,

the 1:8 Y:G diet was supplemented with casein protein and/or B-vitamins.

Our results demonstrated the high mortality of axenic Drosophila was alleviated by B-

vitamins, but not casein (Figure 3.2A). Supplementary experiments with individual B-

vitamin deletions revealed that riboflavin is crucially important protection against pre-

adult mortality of axenic Drosophila (Figure 3.2B).
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Figure 3.2 Survival of axenic flies on 25 g yeast and 200 g glucose l-1 (1:8 Y:G) diet

supplemented with B vitamins with selective deletions.

Weight and nutritional indices of the flies

As a complementary approach to investigate further the nutritional response of

conventional and axenic Drosophila to diet, the nutrient content of Drosophila was

quantified. Preliminary inspection of the nutrient content of the flies revealed that the

male and female flies responded very differently to diet and elimination of the
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microbiota, and so the datasets for the two sexes were analyzed separately.

The weight of the flies was significantly higher in axenic flies than conventional flies,

for both sexes (Figure 3.3; Figure 7.1 and 7.2 in Appendix E). It also varied with diet,

generally increasing with glucose content in conventional flies, and increasing with

yeast:glucose ratio in axenic flies.

Figure 3.3 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on weight and nutritional

indices of conventional and axenic Drosophila of both sexes.
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The conventional flies maintained a more stable carbohydrate and lipid homeostasis

than axenic flies (Figure 3.3; Figure 7.3-7.6 in Appendix E). In both sexes, axenic flies

were significantly hyperglycemic, hyperlipidemic, and had elevated trehalose and

glycogen levels. For males, the conventional and axenic flies displayed similar

responses to diet (i.e. the 3-way interaction terms between yeast and glucose and

symbiosis are not significant), and the values of all nutritional indices increased with

low Y:G, apart from glucose, which increased with dietary glucose concentration. A

comparable pattern was evident for the trehalose density of females, which was

promoted by high glucose and depressed by low yeast in both conventional and axenic

flies. For all other nutritional indices, however, the conventional and axenic females

responded differently to diet. The triglyceride and glucose densities were promoted by

low dietary Y:G in conventional flies and by low yeast content for axenic flies. The

response to glycogen was more complex, being promoted by high dietary glucose in

conventional and axenic flies, but also by low dietary yeast for axenic flies.

The protein density (g protein mg-1 weight) of the male flies was not significantly

affected by either diet or elimination of the microbiota. For females, protein density

was reduced in axenic flies, and was responsive to diet in conventional (but not

axenic) flies, specifically, increasing with high dietary yeast and low dietary glucose.

To test whether specific amino acids may be limiting the protein density and

development time of conventional Drosophila and protein density of conventional

females, the free amino acid content of flies reared on diets with different yeast

contents was measured. These analyses were conducted using diets with 200 g glucose

l-1 and each of 50, 100 and 200 g yeast l-1, focusing on 19 of the 20 protein-amino

acids (aspartate was excluded because it was undetectable in most samples). As with
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other indices, the interaction between diet and symbiosis differed between the male

and female flies, and, therefore, the two sexes were analyzed separately. By

MANOVA, the free amino acids (FAA) content of both males and females varied

significantly with symbiosis, diet and their interaction (Table 3.2), indicating that the

impact of diet on FAA composition differed between conventional and axenic flies.

The basis of this difference was evident from principal components analysis (PCA)

conducted on % amino acid content of conventional and axenic males and females (4

tests; figure 3.4).
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Table 3.2 MANOVA results for variation in concentration of free amino acids with

diet (200, 100 or 50 g yeast l-1, in diet containing 200 g glucose l-1) and symbiosis

(conventional or axenic flies)

Factor Test statistic F value and significance

(a) males

diet Wilks’ 0.021

Lawley-Hotelling 16.84

Pillai’s 1.60

F38,70 = 10.799, p<0.001

F38,68 = 15.070, p<0.001

F38,72 = 7.58, p<0.001

Symbiosis Wilks’ 0.090

Lawley-Hotelling 10.12

Pillai’s 18.64

F19,35 = 18.640, p<0.001

F19,35 = 18.640, p<0.001

F19,35 = 18.640, p<0.001

interaction Wilks’ 0.029

Lawley-Hotelling 9.74

Pillai’s 1.66

F38,70 = 8.953, p<0.001

F38,68 = 8.717, p<0.001

F38,72 = 9.188, p<0.001

(b) females

diet Wilks’ 0.045

Lawley-Hotelling 17.33

Pillai’s 1.72

F38,70 = 13.449, p<0.001

F38,68 = 15.506, p<0.001

F38,72 = 11.614, p<0.001

Symbiosis Wilks’ 0.083

Lawley-Hotelling 11.05

Pillai’s 0.92

F19,35 = 20.355, p<0.001

F19,35 = 20.355, p<0.001

F19,35 = 20.355, p<0.001

interaction Wilks’ 0.023

Lawley-Hotelling 11.31

Pillai’s 1.69

F38,70 = 10.184, p<0.001

F38,68 = 10.118, p<0.001

F38,72 = 10.241, p<0.001
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Figure 3.4. PCA of FAA content of flies. Plots of principal components (PC) 1 and 2,

with % variance assigned to each axis in parentheses (left) with diets containing 200 g

glucose l-1 and 200 (black), 100 (red) and 50 (green) g yeast l-1; and loading scores of

amino acids in PCA (right), with non-essential amino acids (circles) and essential

amino acids (triangles).
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For every analysis, the samples from the three diets could be separated on the first and

second PC axes, largely on the basis of the relative amount of essential versus non-

essential amino acids. For conventional flies, the contribution of essential amino acids

to the FAA pool increased with increasing dietary yeast; and, for axenic flies, the

association was reversed, i.e. axenic flies reared on low dietary yeast content tended to

have high essential amino acid content (Figure 3.5). Consistent with this interpretation

of the PCA, the interaction term ‘symbiosis x diet’ was significant in the ANOVA

tests, with a significant reduction in %essential amino acid content of conventional

flies, and increase of axenic flies, with diet of low yeast content (see legend to Figure

3.5).
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Figure 3.5 Variation in % essential amino acid content of conventional and axenic

flies reared on diets A, B and C with varying dietary yeast (Y) and glucose (G).

ANOVA on arcsin-squareroot transformed data: males, diet F2,98 = 8.53, p<0.001;

symbiosis F1,98 = 174.74, p<0.001; interaction F2,98 = 120.86, p<0.001; females diet

F2,112 =7.11, p=0.001; symbiosis F1,112 = 222.13, p<0.001; interaction F2,112 = 56.43,

p<0.001 Different letters refer to significantly different means determined by Tukey’s

post hoc test conducted on males and females separately.

Aggregate analyses of all phenotypic responses to diet and microbiota

Average values of all measured traits (means for all traits except development

[medians]) obtained for flies on the 15 diets (1:8 Y:G excluded because of high

mortality of axenic Drosophila) were compressed by separate PCAs for males and

females (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6 Principal components analysis of average values of all measured traits per

diet (means: nutritional indices and feeding rate; median deveopment time). A and B:

Biplots of loadings onto PCs 1 and 2. Loadings onto principal component 1 show

positive relationships between carbohydrate storage, weight and development time,

which were negatively related to rates of protein ingestion. C and D: predicted PC

values (PC1). For both axenic and conventional flies, principal component 1 was

negatively related to the ratio of dietary yeast to glucose (ANCOVA males:

F1,27=18.19, p<0.0005; females F1,27=110.40, p<0.0001). The values of axenics on PC

1 were signficantly greater than those of conventionals, but showed the same

relationship to dietary yeast-glucose ratio (ANCOVA males F1,27=52.19, p<0.0001;

females F1,27=66.27, p<0.0001).
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PC1 accounted for 42% of the variance in males and 57% in females. For both sexes,

PC1 was strongly positively loaded by development time, body mass, glycogen,

trehalose and triglyceride stores, and negatively loaded with protein ingested: high

values of this PC therefore correspond to an aggregate measure of high triglyceride

and carbohydrate storage, slowed development, and reduced ingestion of protein. The

values of PC1 have a linear negative correlation with dietary Y:G (log2 transformed),

that is significantly elevated in axenic flies, with no interaction between microbiota

treatment and dietary Y:G. This result was robust to removal of protein and

carbohydrate ingestion from the PCA, demonstrating that this is not an artefact of

autocorrelation between dietary nutrient content and ingestion of diet. This analysis

reveals that the delayed development and elevated storage of lipid and carbohydrate in

Drosophila covary positively and in response to dietary Y:G ratio. Although the

average values of these traits are elevated in response to elimination of the microbiota,

the pattern of their response to diet does not differ between conventional and axenic

flies. This derived result complements our more direct results from studies of

individual nutritional phenotypes.

Feeding rates

One plausible explanation for the elevated carbohydrate and triglyceride levels in

axenic flies was that these insects feed at higher rates and allocate the excess nutrients

to storage. Contrary to expectation, axenic flies of both sexes reared on all 16 diets had

lower feeding rates than conventional flies (Figure 3.7, ANOVA (males) F=96.61,

p<0.0001; ANOVA (females) F=179.66, p<0.0001). The same pattern of feeding
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difference between conventional and axenic flies was observed in long-term (48 hrs)

Capillary Feeder (CAFE) assay (data not shown).

Figure 3.7 Feeding responses (µg per fly) of conventional and axenic flies to dietary

space.

In conventional flies, feeding rates varied significantly with dietary yeast in males, and

with dietary Y:G in females, and the response to these dietary components was

significantly reduced in axenic flies for both sexes. In summary, the elevated

carbohydrate and lipid levels in axenic flies is associated with reduced feeding rates

and reduced responsiveness to dietary glucose/yeast, relative to conventional flies.

Bacterial complement of conventional Drosophila

The bacterial communities associated with conventionally-reared flies from the 16

tested diets were determined pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA gene amplicons. In total,

127269 reads of 16S amplicons were identified, and all the rarefaction curves tended

to saturation, indicating that the OTUs were representative of the bacterial community

in each sample. In all samples, the dominant bacteria were Acetobacteraceae and
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Lactobacillaceae, as reported in previous pyrosequence analyses of Drosophila

microbiota (Douglas, 2009; Wong et al., 2011). No systematic trends in relation to

dietary nutrients were discernible, providing no evidence for diet as a major

determinant of bacterial community composition (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Bacterial compositions of conventional Drosophila across dietary space.

Diet not tested.

Discussion

This study demonstrates that elimination of the microbiota alters the geometry of the

Drosophila response to diet. The differences in the effect of diet between microbe-free

and conventional Drosophila are complex and sex-dependent, but much of the

variation can be distilled into a reduced capacity of microbe-free insect to utilize diets
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of low yeast:glucose ratio, associated with elevated levels of carbohydrate and lipid

storage. The nutritional basis of these effects appears to be two-fold: that the

microbiota represents a source of B vitamins, especially riboflavin, and reduces the

deleterious effects of high dietary glucose. We will consider each of these nutritional

interactions in turn.

Bacteria have been implicated in the B vitamin nutrition of various animals. In some

animals, such as the insects that feed through the life cycle on vertebrate blood, a diet

notoriously deficient in B vitamins, the microbial supply of these nutrients is critical.

For example, the bacterial symbiont Wigglesworthia in tsetse flies Glossina has the

genetic capacity to synthesize B vitamins (Akman et al., 2002). Tsetse flies are

reproductively sterile when deprived of Wigglesworthia, and fecundity can be partially

restored by adding B vitamins to the blood diet (Nogge, 1976). Similarly, elimination

of the symbiotic bacteria from the blood-feeding louse Pediculus resulted in very high

larval mortality that could be reversed by adding nicotinic acid (vitamin B3) to the diet

(Puchta, 1956). Various members of the gut microbiota in humans and other mammals

are capable of synthesizing B vitamins, with the potential to contribute to the vitamin

nutrition of their host (Goodman et al., 2009; LeBlanc et al., 2013). In rats and other

rodents, coprophagy (the ingestion of fecal pellets) is required to derive the full benefit

of microbial vitamin synthesis on diets of low B vitamin content, suggesting that the

relevant microbiota is resident in the distal (post-digestive) portion of the GI tract

(Karasov and Douglas, 2013; Roscoe, 1931).

Our data suggest that Drosophila require a bacterial supply of the B vitamin riboflavin

only under conditions of low dietary yeast. In other words, both yeast and bacteria can

contribute to the vitamin nutrition of Drosophila. This nutritional role of the bacteria
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may be relatively non-specific because most Lactobacillus and Acetobacteraceae are

prototrophs for riboflavin and other vitamins (KEGG, http://www.genome.jp/kegg/).

Nevertheless, B vitamin auxotrophy can evolve very readily (Helliwell et al., 2013),

and further work is required to establish whether the various bacteria are functionally

equivalent with respect to the B-vitamin nutrition of Drosophila. The relative

importance of bacteria and yeasts in the vitamin nutrition of Drosophila may also vary

with yeast species, in the light of evidence that yeasts vary in their capacity to support

Drosophila growth and reproduction (Stamps et al., 2012). It is also unknown whether

the Drosophila acquires vitamins that are released from living cells of the

microorganisms, or following cell lysis in the digestive tract.

Riboflavin deficiency in microbe-free Drosophila is predicted to have far-reaching

nutritional and metabolic consequences, contributing to explanations for some of the

phenotypic traits of these flies. Riboflavin is metabolized to flavin adenine

dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin mononucleotide (FMN) via riboflavin kinase and FAD

synthetase, respectively, both of which enzymes are coded by the Drosophila genome.

FAD/FMN are the defining required cofactors for all flavoproteins that play crucial

roles in energy metabolism (e.g. in respiratory electron transport chain, the

decarboxylation of pyruvate, and fatty acyl CoA dehydrogenase in fatty acid

oxidation), redox reactions, including reduction of oxidized glutathione (GSSG) to the

reduced form (GSH), and the animal-mediated synthesis of the active forms of other

B-vitamins, specifically the transformation of folate (vitamin B9) to 5-methyl-

tetrahydrofolate, and conversion of pyridoxal (Vitamin B6) to pyridoxal phosphate.

These deficiencies may contribute, for example, to the depressed metabolic rate

(Ridley et al., 2012) and increased lipid content (Shin et al., 2011; this study) of
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microbe-free Drosophila.

The second striking discrepancy between the response of conventional and microbe-

free Drosophila to diet was the reduced weight on microbe-free flies on diets with

high glucose, especially high glucose:low yeast content. In the PCA analysis, this

effect was associated with high density of lipid, glycogen, glucose and trehalose, the

inverse of the relationship between these indices and weight in conventional flies,

suggesting that the accumulation of lipid and carbohydrate reserves was either

deleterious or a marker of other nutritional dysfunctions in the microbe-free flies. This

phenotype is reminiscent of the response of conventional Drosophila to diets of

exceptionally high sugar content (Musselman et al., 2011; Na et al., 2013). The

bacteria associated with conventional Drosophila utilize glucose as their principal

carbon and energy source, and consequently are predicted to reduce the concentration

of glucose available for assimilation by the Drosophila. Both the laboratory diets and

natural fruits utilized by Drosophila are sugar-rich, and bacterial consumption of

sugars is unlikely to result in carbon/energy-deficiency of the Drosophila on most

diets. Rather, this bacterial activity may function to remove excess dietary sugars. As

indicated above, the riboflavin deficit in microbe-free flies, especially on low yeast

diets, would tend to exacerbate these effects through the impairment of energy

metabolism.

A potential caveat to the interpretation of our data is the possibility that the

composition and function of the bacterial communities vary systematically with diet

composition, confounding direct comparisons of the response of conventional

Drosophila to diet. Diet composition has been identified as a major determinant of the

gut microbiota in the mouse (Faith et al., 2011). Although some published data
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suggest that large-scale differences in diet composition (e.g. presence/absence of corn

meal, identity of sugar) may be important in structuring the microbiota of Drosophila,

the variation in the bacterial communities identified in this study were indicative of

stochastic variation with no systematic variation with diet. [Stochastic variation has

been identified previously in the Drosophila microbiota (Wong et al., 2013).] Because

the composition of the bacterial communities was not uniform across flies on the

different diets, this study is anticipated to identify nutritional functions that are not

specific to particular bacterial taxa. We conclude that the bacterial functions of

riboflavin synthesis and sugar consumption are likely to be common to Drosophila in

association with taxonomically-diverse communities in both the laboratory and the

field. Our analysis, by definition, cannot exclude other nutritional interactions that are

specific to certain bacterial taxa.

The nutritional role of the Drosophila-associated bacteria inferred from dietary

analysis in this study provides context to previous studies. Very high dietary sugar

causes dysfunction in insulin signaling in Drosophila (Musselman et al., 2011; Na et

al., 2013). The greater functionality of insulin/TOR signaling in flies bearing bacteria

than in microbe-free flies (Shin et al., 2011; Storelli et al., 2011) may reflect the high

sugar nutrition of microbe-free flies, and associated insulin resistance and related

metabolic pathologies. Further research is required to dissect the complex multi-way

interactions between diet composition, composition of the microbiota and the

microbial impacts on host nutrition and nutritional signaling.
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APPENDIX A

IMPACT OF THE RESIDENT MICROBIOTA ON THE NUTRITIONAL

PHENOTYPE OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER4

Abstract

Animals are chronically infected by benign and beneficial microorganisms that

generally promote animal health through their effects on the nutrition, immune

function and other physiological systems of the host. Insight into the host-microbial

interactions can be obtained by comparing the traits of animals experimentally

deprived of their microbiota and untreated animals. Drosophila melanogaster is an

experimentally tractable system to study host-microbial interactions. In this study, the

nutritional significance of the microbiota was investigated in D. melanogaster bearing

unmanipulated microbiota, demonstrated by 454 sequencing of 16S rRNA amplicons

to be dominated by the α-proteobacterium Acetobacter, and experimentally deprived

of the microbiota by egg dechorionation (conventional and axenic flies, respectively).

In axenic flies, larval development rate was depressed with no effect on adult size

relative to conventional flies, indicating that the microbiota promotes larval growth

rates. Female fecundity did not differ significantly between conventional and axenic

flies, but axenic flies had significantly reduced metabolic rate and altered carbohydrate

allocation, including elevated glucose levels. In summary, we have shown that

4 Presented with minor modifications from the originally published article:

Ridley, EV., Wong, ACN., Westmiller, S. and Douglas, AE. (2012). Impact of the resident microbiota

on the nutritional phenotype of Drosophila melanogaster. PLoS One, 7(5): e36765.

All supplementary materials can be found at:

http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0036765#s5
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elimination of the resident microbiota extends larval development and perturbs energy

homeostasis and carbohydrate allocation patterns of of D. melanogaster. Our results

indicate that the resident microbiota promotes host nutrition and interacts with the

regulation of host metabolism.

Introduction

It is increasingly recognized that all animals are chronically infected by

microorganisms, and that the resident microbiota, especially the substantial microbial

community in the alimentary tract, has major effects on nutrient processing, metabolic

signaling and, ultimately, the health and well-being of the animal host [1], [2], [3].

There is now persuasive evidence linking the gut microbiota with energy homeostasis

of rodent biomedical models and humans, including microbial-mediated promotion of

nutrient acquisition and storage [4]. In particular, a causal role of the microbiota in

animal energy metabolism is indicated by the elevated lipid levels and other indices of

metabolic syndrome in wild-type mice infected with the microbiota from individuals

that are obese as a consequence of genetic deficiencies in leptin or Toll-like receptor 5

(a component of the innate immune system that is expressed in the gut) [5], [6].

It is experimentally challenging to study the interactions between the resident

microbiota and the nutrition of humans and rodent biomedical models because the

microbiota of mammals includes hundreds of taxa, many of which are unculturable,

with wide variation in composition among individuals [7], [8], [9]. Simple systems

comprising animals bearing one or a few microbial taxa are valuable tools to

investigate how resident microorganisms interact with host metabolism [10]. For

example, mice experimentally infected with specific bacterial taxa have revealed the
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effects of the gut microbiota on carbohydrate and energy metabolism [11], [12]. A

second approach, adopted in this study, is to use insects that have a less diverse

microbiota than mammals, often comprising <20 species [13], [14], [15], [16]. In

particular, Drosophila melanogaster combines renowned genetic and experimental

tractability [17] with a microbiota that is culturable, of low diversity, and uniform

among individuals for a given set of conditions. The bacteria associated with

Drosophila include Acetobacter, Gluconobacter, Enterococcus and Lactobacillus [18],

[19], [20], [21], [22], [23].

Comparison between animals containing and experimentally deprived of

microorganisms is a powerful strategy to investigate the interactions between animals

and their resident microbiota. Here, we provide the first analysis of how the resident

microbiota affects the organismal physiology of Drosophila, with particular emphasis

on nutrition. Using insects reared on a diet that supports excellent performance of

Drosophila with unmanipulated microbiota, we investigate the impact of eliminating

the microbiota on host performance (growth, fecundity etc), nutritional status and

metabolic rate. Our data suggest that, although the resident microorganisms are not

essential for Drosophila, they have pervasive effects on the nutrition and metabolic

status of their animal host.

Experimental procedures

Fly cultures and experimental design

Wolbachia-free Drosophila melanogaster strain Canton-S was reared at 25°C with a

12 h:12 h light–dark cycle on autoclaved medium containing 96 g glucose (Sigma), 48

g inactive dry yeast and 14 g agar (both from Genesse Scientific) l-1, equivalent to 5:1
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(g/g) carbohydrate:protein ratio. Experiments were initiated with eggs deposited

overnight by mated females. Two egg treatments were used: dechorionated eggs

(yielding axenic insects), obtained by washing in sterile deionized water, immersion in

10% sodium hypochlorite solution for 5 min, and then three rinses in sterile water; and

control eggs (yielding conventional insects), for which the hypochlorite was replaced

by sterile water. To initiate experiments, 10 eggs were transferred to uncrowded

conditions comprising replicate vials (2 cm diam.) containing ca. 8 ml diet. All

manipulations were conducted in a laminar flow cabinet with aseptic technique. In

some experiments, the microbiota was depleted by rearing insects from control eggs

on diet supplemented with 50 µg chloretetracycline (Sigma) ml-1. To supplement the

diet with Drosophila microbiota, adult males were cultured for 24 h on sterile

medium, which was then rinsed with sterile PBS, and 50 µl of the fecal washing was

added to the test diets; the fecal washings were confirmed to contain viable

Acetobacter, by plating onto bacteriological agar.

Bacterial content of flies

DNA extractions were conducted with the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen,

Valencia, California, USA) following a protocol modified from the manufacturer's

instructions to ensure disruption of Gram-positive bacteria. Specifically, samples were

hand-homogenised in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2 mM sodium EDTA, 1.2% Triton®

X-100 containing 20 mg lysozyme ml-1, and the homogenates were incubated at 37°C

for 1.5 h with a 5-min bead-beating in a Disruptor Genie® using 0.1 mm glass beads

(Scientific Industries) at 45 min. Individual conventional and axenic flies were

checked for the presence of bacteria by PCR using general 16S rRNA gene primers
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16SA1: 5′- AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-3′ and 16SB1: 5′ –

TACGGYTACCTTGTTACGACTT-3′ [43], yielding ca. 1.5 kb product (27F -1522R).

The PCR reactions contained 1× Taq polymerase buffer, 0.24 mM of each dNTP, 2

mM MgCl2, 0.32 µM primers, 1 µl template DNA and 0.025 U Platinum Taq in 25 µl.

The cycling conditions were 5 min at 94°C, followed by one cycle of 1 min at 55°C,

72°C for 2 min and 25–30 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 1 min at 55°C and 2 min at 72°C

with a final incubation of 8 min at 72°C. All experiments included PCR reactions

replacing template DNA with water, as negative control. PCR products were separated

by electrophoresis in a 1% agarose gel with molecular weight markers, and visualized

under ultraviolet light after staining with Sybr Safe (Invitrogen).

The diversity of bacteria associated with the flies was investigated by 454

pyrosequencing of the V2 region of the 16S rRNA gene. Three replicate PCR

reactions were conducted on the experimental sample comprising DNA extracted from

five pooled 7-day-old adults (3 male and 2 female) conventional flies, with a reagent-

only negative controls. The primers were 27F

(ACGCTCGACAAGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG) and 338R

(TGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGT), with the sample-specific 27F primer bearing a

multiplex identifier (MID) sequence [MID2 (ACGCTCGACA) for the experimental

sample, MID11 (TGATACGTCT) for the control sample) and all 27F and 338R

primers modified with 5′-Adaptor A and 5′-Adaptor B sequences (Roche),

respectively. The reactions comprised 0.6 U Platinum® Taq DNA Polymerase

(Invitrogen) in 1× PCR buffer, 2 mM MgCl2, 8 pmol each primer, 0.24 mM dNTP,

and 1 µl template in 25 µl final volume, at 94°C for 10 min followed by 25 cycles of

94°C for 1 min, 58°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 1 min. Following purification with the
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Qiagen Qiaquick purification kit and quantification using the Quant-iT™ PicoGreen®

Kit, each sample was diluted to 1×10̂7 molecules per microliter (based on 350 bp size

of the products). Emulsion PCR with 1.5 copies per bead used only “A” beads for

unidirectional sequencing on 454 GS-FLX pyrosequencing instrument with standard

Titanium chemistry.

Pyrosequencing flowgrams were converted to sequence reads using 454 Life Science

software (www.454.com). The data were then processed using Pyrotagger [44] as

previously described [20], with minor modifications. In brief, reads with ambiguous

nucleotides (N), <290 nucleotides after the forward primer, mismatches with the 16S

rRNA gene primers, and all reads with 0.2% per-base error probability (≥3% of bases

with Phred scores <27) were removed The remaining sequences were trimmed to 290

nucleotides, dereplicated and clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) with

97% sequence identity (ID) threshold. The most abundant unique sequence of each

OTU cluster was selected as representative, and checked for chimeras by the Mallard

algorithm (Ashelford et al., 2006). Non-chimeric sequences was assigned to bacterial

taxa by NCBI StandAlone BLAST (megaBLAST program) using the nucleotide (nt)

database (13 August 2011) with default settings, and allocated to the experimental or

control sample according to the MID sequence. The sequences of the three clusters are

available at NCBI, with accession numbers provided in Table 4.1.

Insect performance indices

Vials with dechorionated or control eggs were monitored daily, and the pupation and

eclosion dates of every insect surviving to adulthood was scored, from which the

number surviving to adulthood and median development time per vial was determined.
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Three days later, 10 females were selected at random from across each treatment for

analysis of fecundity. Each insect was transferred aseptically to an individual sterile 15

ml Falcon tube containing autoclaved diet in the lid. The lid was changed daily for 7

days, the number of eggs per lid per day was scored, and the median number of eggs

per day deposited by each female was determined.

Nutritional analyses

Ten replicate 7-to-10-day-old adult flies were weighed on a Mettler MX5

microbalance (1 µg accuracy). The flies were then homogenized in 80 µl ice-cold

buffer comprising 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0 and 0.1% (v/v) Triton-X-100

with hand-held homogenizer, and centrifuged at 7,000 g at 4°C for 1 min. The

supernatant was used for analysis of protein, triglyceride and carbohydrates using

coupled colorimetric assays with an xMark™ microplate spectrophotometer,

following manufacturer's instructions (5 replicates per assay). The assay kits were the

triglyceride assay kit of Sigma (catalogue number TG-5-RB); the Coomassie Brilliant

Blue microassay method of BioRad (catalogue number 500-0201), with bovine serum

albumin as standard (40–480 µg protein ml-1) for protein; and the glucose assay kit of

Sigma (catalogue number GAGO20) for glucose and, following trehalase (3.7 U/ml)

and amyloglucosidase (2 U ml-1) treatment, for trehalose and glycogen, respectively.

Respirometry

Respiratory oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production by 7-to-10 day old

adult flies were determined by stop-flow respirometry with air scrubbed of water

vapour and carbon dioxide by silica/Ascarite columns. All experiments were
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conducted at 25°C with low light conditions that minimized insect activity, and at 3–7

hours after onset of the light period, with the flies of each treatment analyzed at

different times on multiple days, to avoid any confounding effects of circadian rhythm

in Drosophila respiration rates. Each replicate of 5 flies was transferred to a

respirometry chamber comprising a 5 ml syringe, and allowed to acclimate for 30

minutes prior to analysis, by which time they were quiescent. The air in the syringe

was then replaced by 3.2 ml dried carbon dioxide-free air, with airflow at 57 ml min-1.

The carbon dioxide and oxygen content of the syringe was determined 30 minutes

later by injecting 3 ml of the syringe volume into Sable Systems SS3 Gas Analyzer

Sub-sampler with an FCA-10A CO2 analyzer and FC-10 O2 Analyzer (Sable systems,

Nevada, USA), respectively. The gas analyzers were calibrated with 50 ppm CO2 gas

and 20.9% O2 gas. Carbon dioxide and oxygen contents were analyzed using the

Sable System data acquisition software (Expedata, Sable Systems, Nevada, USA). All

experiments included an empty baseline chamber, as a control for drift in the baseline

measures.

Results

Bacterial complement of flies

The first experiments tested for the presence of bacteria by PCR with general 16S

rRNA gene primers (Figure 4.1). A PCR product of the predicted size was obtained

from flies reared from eggs that had been washed in sterile water (conventional flies)

but not from dechorionated eggs (axenic flies). Conventional insects reared to the

pupal stage, then surface-sterilized with 10% hypochlorite, and allowed to develop on
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sterile diet to 14-day-old adults, also bore bacteria.

Figure 4.1 Bacterial complement of Drosophila. PCR assay with general 16S rRNA

primers of 14-day-old adult flies, derived from pupae washed in 10% sodium

hypochlorite solution or sterile water (lanes 1–2), and eggs washed in 10% sodium

hypochlorite solution or sterile water (lanes 3–4). Negative and positive controls are

PCR reactions with DNA from filtered water and Drosophila in standard culture,

respectively, as template (lanes 5–6).

These data indicate that bacteria are acquired from the external environment by first-

instar larvae, and persist through larval development and in internal tissues of pupae to

adulthood, validating early studies [24] that quantified CFUs of culturable bacteria
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without identification. In supplementary PCR assays with general 16S primers

throughout the experimental study, axenic flies of all ages invariably yielded negative

results, and all conventional flies bore bacteria.

The 454 pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA gene amplicons of DNA from adult flies

yielded 46,752 sequence reads with an average length of 352 nucleotides (including

the multiplex identifier “MID” and primer sequences), after quality filtering and

removal of chimeric sequences. A single cluster with 100% sequence ID to the α-

proteobacterium Acetobacter pomorum EW816 accounted for 98% of the reads. The

remaining reads were assigned to: Lactobacillus plantarum, (1.9% of reads) and an

uncultured γ-proteobacterium in the family Xanthomonadacae (0.1% of reads) (Table

4.1).

Table 4.1 16S rRNA gene amplicons detected by 454 pyrosequencing in 5–7-day-old

adult D.melanogaster.

Insect performance

Table 4.2 displays the performance indices of conventional and axenic insects.

Development time to adulthood was significantly extended by a median value of one

day in axenic insects. The other fitness indices tested, survival to adulthood, adult
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weight, and female fecundity over 7 days, did not differ significantly between the two

treatments (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2A).

Table 4.2 Fitness indices of conventional and axenic Drosophila.

The basis for the extended development time to adulthood of axenic insects was

investigated. The egg dechorionation treatment used to generate axenic insects was

confirmed to have no effect on survivorship or development time of the embryos: the

median proportion of larvae hatching from dechorionated and control eggs was 0.9

and 0.8, respectively (p>0.05), and median development time to hatching was 19 h for

both control and dechorionated eggs (n = 10). The development time of conventional

and axenic insects from egg deposition to pupation was 7 and 8 days, respectively

(Mann Whitney U, W = 874, p<0.001), the same difference of one day as between

development time of conventional and axenic insects from egg deposition to adulthood

(Table 4.2). These data indicate that larval development time was extended in axenic

insects.

Two sets of supplementary experiments were conducted. In the first experiment, 10

replicate groups of 10 untreated eggs were transferred to diet containing the antibiotic

chlortetracycline at 50 µg ml-1, a treatment which reduces the number of culturable

bacteria per fly by >90% (Ridley, unpub. data). The median development time to
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adulthood of the antibiotic-treated flies was 13.5 days (range 12–15 days, n = 10),

significantly longer than for conventional flies with median development time of 12

days (range 11–13 days) (Mann Whitney W = 276.5, p<0.001) but not significantly

different from axenic flies with median of 13 days and range 12–16 days (Mann

Whitney W = 364.5, p>0.05). In the second set of experiments, 10 replicate groups of

10 dechorionated eggs were transferred to sterile diet and sterile diet seeded with feces

collected from adult male flies, with untreated eggs as controls. The median

development times of the insects reared on the fecal-seeded plates and the

conventional flies were identical, at 13 days (range 12–14 days), and significantly

shorter than the median development time of axenic flies (14 days, range 13–15 days)

(Mann Whitney W = 55, p<0.002). This final analysis was conducted at a different

time with a different batch of dietary yeast from the previous experiments, giving

slightly different absolute values for development times but the same patterns as

shown in Table 4.2. Taken together, these experiments indicate that the slow

development of larvae from dechorionated eggs is caused by the absence of resident

microorganisms and could not be attributed to non-specific deleterious effects of the

dechorionation procedure.

Nutritional indices

The values of all nutritional indices (Figure 4.2) were significantly greater in females

than males, reflecting the difference in body size between the sexes. Conventional and

axenic flies did not differ significantly in protein or triglyceride contents (Figure 4.2

B–C), but did vary with respect to the three carbohydrates tested, glucose, trehalose

and glycogen. The glucose content was elevated by ca. 70% in both female and male
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axenic flies (Figure 4.2D), but the effect of axenic rearing on the trehalose and

glycogen content differed significantly between the sexes (Figure 4.2E–F). For

females, the trehalose and glycogen contents of axenic flies were elevated by 68% and

20%, respectively, relative to conventional flies; but these indices were reduced in

axenic males, by 30% and 100%, respectively. The sum of glucose, trehalose and

glycogen contents was significantly greater in axenic than conventional flies for

females (32.1±1.75 µg versus 18.5±1.84 µg per fly, t6 = 8.06, p<0.001), but not males

(15.9±1.13 versus 15.7±0.71 µg per fly, t7 = 0.11, p>0.05).
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Figure 4.2 Nutritional indices of 7-to-10-day-old conventional and axenic flies, all

expressed on per fly basis. Factors in ANOVA are sex (female ○, male •), sym

(conventional or axenic) and int (interaction). Critical probability = 0.008 after

Bonferroni correction for six tests. Data are represented as mean +/− SEM.
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Respiration rates

For both oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production, exchange rates were

significantly lower in males relative to females, and in axenic flies relative to

conventional flies, with non-significant interaction terms in the ANOVA tests (Figure

4.3A). Bacterial respiration was calculated to contribute <2% to the difference in

respiration rate between conventional and axenic flies (Text S1). The RQ was not

significantly affected by either sex or treatment (Figure 4.3B), and the mean values of

both males and females did not differ significantly from unity (male RQ: 1.18±0.051

(n = 15), t14 = 0.229, p>0.05; female RQ: 0.97±0.087 (n = 11), t10 = 0.030, p>0.05),

indicating that the dominant respiratory fuel in all flies was glucose.
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Figure 4.3 Respiratory exchange of 7-to-10-day-old conventional (conv) and axenic

flies. Factors in ANOVA are sex, sym (conventional or axenic) and int (interaction).

Critical probability = 0.017 after Bonferroni correction for three tests (*, statistically

significant). Data are represented as mean +/− SEM.
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Discussion

Effects of axenic cultivation on Drosophila performance

The experimental value of animals deprived of their resident microbiota to study

symbiosis function depends critically on the specificity and efficacy of the methods to

eliminate the microbiota, and the degree of host dependence on the microbiota. This

study demonstrates that axenic Drosophila obtained from dechorionated eggs are

ideally suited to this approach because egg dechorionation completely eliminates the

microbiota (Figure 4.1), while the eggs are undamaged by the treatment, as indicated

by the uniform survivorship and development time of treated and control eggs to

hatching, the comparable effects of dechorionation and antibiotic treatment on

development time to adulthood, and the equivalent development time of conventional

insects and insects from dechorionated eggs provided with bacteria via fecal washings.

The sole performance effect of eliminating the microbiota identified under the

conditions tested here was extended larval development time of axenic Drosophila. If

this effect were replicated under natural conditions, it would be beneficial for

Drosophila because multiple eggs are deposited onto rotting fruit, such that larvae are

in scramble competition for a transient resource. Individuals that develop rapidly are at

a competitive advantage and more likely to pupate before exhaustion of the resource

[25].

Importantly, the extended larval development time of axenic flies was not

accompanied by any difference in adult body size between axenic and conventional

flies (Figure 4.2) under the rearing conditions employed. Thus, axenic larvae take

longer than conventional larvae to reach the critical weight at which they are

committed to metamorphosis, but they are able to acquire dietary nutrients and convert
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them into biomass as efficiently as conventional insects once they have passed the

critical weight, i.e. during the interval to cessation of growth (ICG). This suggests that

microbial effects are particularly important during larval development prior to ICG.

Nevertheless, these results should be extrapolated beyond the specifics of this study

with great caution. Although the literature is fragmentary, there are indications that

multiple aspects of diet composition, host genotype and the identity of the resident

microbiota may influence Drosophila performance, potentially in an interactive

fashion (e.g. demonstrated by unpublished results in chapter 4). For example,

elimination of the microbiota has been reported to reduce the lifespan of Drosophila

reared on diet containing sucrose [21], but this effect was not replicated for flies reared

on a diet containing glucose [18]; and the effect of sugar type on the performance of

conventional Drosophila can vary with both sugar concentration and host genotype

[26]. Performance can also vary with the composition of the microbiota, which is

influenced by age and immunocompetence of the Drosophila [20], [27]. An indication

that diet composition can also affect microbial composition comes from the

comparison between the microbiota in the young adult flies studied here and a

previously-published analysis of the same Drosophila strain reared on a diet with

higher yeast content. In both studies, the young adult flies bore Acetobacter and

Lactobacillus, but at ratio of 49:1 in this study (4.8% yeast diet), and 1:4 in the study

using 8.6% yeast diet [20]. Further research involving systematic variation of these

multiple factors is required to elucidate the multiway interactions between diet,

bacterial composition, host genotype and insect performance.
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Effects of axenic cultivation on the nutritional phenotype of Drosophila

A key finding of this study was the impact of the microbiota on the carbohydrate

allocation pattern of the adult Drosophila (Figure 4.2D–F). Furthermore, the elevated

female-specific body glycogen content and prolonged larval development, obtained

for axenic flies on the diet used in this study [with 5:1 carbohydrate:protein ratio

(5C:1P)], has also been reported for conventional flies on diets containing 10C:1P,

relative to diets with more balanced C:P ratios (5C:1P and 2.5C:1P) [28]. These data

suggest that the bacteria may reduce insect utilization of ingested carbohydrate.

Specifically, the bacteria in the gut lumen may compete with the Drosophila for

ingested carbohydrate. Additionally or alternatively, they may suppress insect

digestion of complex dietary carbohydrates. Candidate bacterial products are acetic

acid and lactic acid, which are secreted by Acetobacter and Lactobacillus species,

respectively, and are known to reduce the digestibility of starch and other

carbohydrates by mammals [29], [30], [31], [32]. The impact of the microbiota on the

nutritional status of Drosophila may also arise from system-level effects on host

signaling networks that regulated carbohydrate allocation patterns. In particular,

Acetobacter and Lactobacillus (both resident in the flies studied here) have been

implicated to promote insulin signaling in different Drosophila genotypes reared on

diets of different formulations from this study [33], [34]. The sex-specific effect of

axenic cultivation on the level of glycogen and also the disaccharide blood sugar

trehalose in Drosophila (Figure 4.2) is consistent with the prediction that nutrient

allocation to energy reserves is more responsive to diet composition in females, which

have a high reproductive investment, than in males [35].

Other data suggest that the microbiota has a profound effect on energy homeostasis of
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Drosophila. In particular, the significantly elevated glucose content of axenic flies can

be attributed to one or both of reduced demand and increased supply of glucose.

Glucose is likely the dominant respiratory fuel for both conventional and axenic flies

(RQ does not differ significantly from unity), but axenic flies have a lower respiratory

demand for glucose, as indicated by their lower respiration rate than conventional

flies. A greater supply of glucose from ingested food for axenic than conventional flies

is also predicted (see above). In particular, a contribution of bacterial-derived acetic

acid in depressing the glucose content of Drosophila is suggested by the evidence that

lowered blood glucose levels accompany the reduced digestibility of complex

carbohydrates in human volunteers who include acetic acid in their diet [31]. These

effects in axenic flies may be linked to reduced insulin/insulin-like growth factor

signaling (IIS), which is known to promote free glucose levels [36], alter

mitochondrial function resulting in reduced rates of oxygen consumption and

oxidative phosphorylation [37], and depress Drosophila developmental rate prior to

ICG [38]. The absence of any discernible effect of hyperglycemia on the weight or

fecundity of axenic flies (Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2) reflects the far greater

physiological tolerance of variable sugar levels in insects than in mammals [39], [40].

Both diet composition [28] and axenic cultivation (this study) had no effect on the

protein density of the flies. This important result is fully consistent with previous

evidence that food consumption and nutrient allocation in Drosophila are regulated to

maintain a certain target protein content [41]. Studies involving Drosophila reared on

diets with lower protein content and protein:carbohydrate ratio than used in this study

would be required to investigate the role of the microbiota in protein nutrition.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the nutritional phenotype of Drosophila is
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strongly influenced by chronic infection with microorganisms that influence energy

homeostasis and carbohydrate allocation patterns. These effects are predicted to both

accompany and interact with signaling interactions between the microbiota and the

host that are known to underpin normal development and cellular homeostasis,

especially of the Drosophila gut [42]. Although the detail of the relationship between

animals and their resident microbiota is anticipated to vary with host and symbiont

taxa and environmental circumstances, the Drosophila association demonstrates the

generality that a comprehensive explanation of the nutritional phenotype of animals

requires understanding of the animal interactions with its microbiota.
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APPENDIX B

MICROBE-DEPENDENT AND NONSPECIFIC EFFECTS OF PROCEDURES

TO ELIMINATE THE RESIDENT MICROBIOTA FROM DROSOPHILA

MELANOGASTER5

Abstract

Comparisons of animals bearing and lacking microorganisms can offer valuable

insight into the interactions between animal hosts and their resident microbiota. Most

hosts are naturally infected, and therefore, these comparisons require specific

procedures (e.g., antibiotic treatment or physical exclusion of microorganisms) to

disrupt the microbiota, but the potential for confounding nonspecific effects of the

procedure on the traits of the host exists. Microbe-dependent and nonspecific effects

can be discriminated by using multiple procedures: microbe-dependent effects are

evident in hosts made microbe free by different procedures, but nonspecific effects are

unique to individual procedures. As a demonstration, two procedures, oral

administration of chlortetracycline (50 μg ml-1 diet) and microbiota removal by egg

dechorionation, were applied to Drosophila melanogaster in a 2-by-2 factorial design.

Microorganisms were undetectable in flies from dechorionated eggs and reduced by

>99% in chlortetracycline-treated flies. Drosophila flies subjected to both protocols

displayed an extended preadult development time, suggesting that the microbiota

promotes the development rate. Female chlortetracycline-treated flies, whether from

5 Presented with minor modifications from the originally published article:

Ridley, EV., Wong, ACN. and Douglas, AE. (2013). Microbe-dependent and non-specific effects of

procedures to eliminate the resident microbiota from Drosophila melanogaster. Applied and

Environmental Microbiology. Epub Mar 8.
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untreated or dechorionated eggs, displayed reduced protein content and egg fecundity,

which could be attributed to the nonspecific effect of the antibiotic. We recommend

that procedures used to disrupt the microbiota of animals should be selected, following

systematic analysis of alternative mechanistically distinct procedures, on the basis of

two criteria: those that achieve the greatest reduction (ideally, elimination) of the

microbiota and those that achieve minimal nonspecific effects.

Introduction

There is now overwhelming evidence that insects, like other animals, bear a

substantial resident microbiota and that multiple aspects of the insect phenotype are

strongly influenced by the activities of these microorganisms (1, 2). Resident

microorganisms in the gut, cells, or specialized organs contribute to the nutrition of

various insect groups, e.g., termites, various xylophagous beetles, tsetse flies and other

blood feeders, and plant sap feeders, such as aphids and cicadas (3). Some

microorganisms contribute to insect defense against natural enemies, often by the

production of specific antibiotics or stimulation of the insect immune system (4–8).

Other insect traits reported to be affected by the microbiota include dispersal behavior,

insecticide resistance, food choice, thermal resistance, mate choice, virus vector

competence, reproductive traits (including sex ratio), and body color (9–16).

Experimentally generated microbe-free insects play a pivotal role in many studies

investigating microbial effects on insect traits. Multiple methods are available to

disrupt the microbiota of insects, including thermal treatment, antibiotic treatment, and

mechanical exclusion (17, 18). Unfortunately, all these manipulations have the

potential to cause nonspecific deleterious effects on the animal host. Very commonly,
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a single procedure is applied without due consideration of these nonspecific effects,

and this can result in spurious claims for microbial roles in animal function.

The purpose of this paper is to recommend and illustrate an experimental approach

that aids discrimination of the microbiota-dependent and nonspecific effects of

procedures that disrupt the microbiota. Specifically, it is recommended that two (or

more) mechanistically distinct procedures be applied, with the expectation that

microbiota-dependent effects are obtained by all the procedures but nonspecific effects

are unique to individual procedures. Here, we describe the application of this

experimental method to the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster with two treatments that

have been used in previous studies: dechorionation of Drosophila eggs with bleach

(which eliminates surface microorganisms), followed by rearing on sterile food (19–

22), and feeding of the insects with food supplemented with the antibiotic

chlortetracycline (CT) (12, 23). CT and other tetracyclines are broad-spectrum

antibiotics that inhibit bacterial protein synthesis (24), and they are widely used to

disrupt the gut microbiota in various insects and other animals (18, 25, 26).

The experiments in this study determined the impact of dietary CT and egg

dechorionation on the resident microbiota and the development time, fecundity, and

nutritional status (protein and free glucose contents) of D. melanogaster. The

experiments had a 2-by-2 factorial design, with antibiotic treatment and egg

dechorionation being the factors. We applied this experimental design with the aim to

discriminate the specific effects of microorganisms (where the response between the

antibiotic treatments differed in flies derived from untreated eggs but not in those

derived from dechorionated eggs) from the nonspecific effects of either procedure

(where dechorionation or antibiotic treatment affected the trait of interest, yielding a
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significant main factor in the analysis). We demonstrated that some effects of dietary

CT can be explained to be a consequence of the effect on the gut microbiota and

others can be explained to be a direct effect of the procedure on insect function.

Experimental procedures

Insect culture and manipulations

A Wolbachia-free line of Drosophila melanogaster strain CantonS was reared in

sterile Falcon tubes (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) at 25°C with a 12-h light and 12-

h dark cycle on an autoclaved diet containing 96 g glucose (Sigma), 48 g inactive dry

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and 14 g agar (both from Genesee Scientific) per liter. To

generate the CT-supplemented (+CT) diet, a filtered solution of CT (Sigma) was

dispensed at a 1/100 dilution into autoclaved food at 50°C and mixed thoroughly

before the food solidified. The concentration (50 μg ml-1) used in the +CT diet was

selected by use of the criterion of the lowest concentration yielding a >90% reduction

in the number of CFU from Drosophila homogenates (27). For egg dechorionation,

eggs deposited overnight by mated females were washed in sterile water and then

immersed in 10% sodium hypochlorite solution for 5 min, followed by two rinses in

sterile water, and the eggs were then transferred to an autoclaved diet. All insect

manipulations were conducted in a laminar-flow cabinet with aseptic technique.

The experimental design was 2-by-2 factorial, with egg treatment (dechorionation or

no treatment of eggs) and diet (CT-free diet and +CT diet) being the experimental

factors. Each of the four treatments comprised 10 eggs in each of 10 replicate vials

containing ca. 8 ml diet. The vials were monitored daily, and the time to development

to adulthood was scored. To quantify the protein and glucose contents of the flies, at 7
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to 10 days of age after eclosion to adulthood, individual flies were homogenized in 80

μl ice-cold buffer comprising 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, and 0.1% (vol/vol)

Triton X-100 and centrifuged at 7,000 × g at 4°C for 1 min. The protein content of the

supernatant was determined by the Coomassie brilliant blue microassay method (500-

0201; Bio-Rad) with bovine serum albumin as the standard (40 to 480 mg protein ml-

1). The glucose assay kit of Sigma (GAGO20) was used for glucose assays.

To administer Drosophila microbiota to flies, vials (diameter, 0.9 in.) of sterile diet

were pretreated with 40 adult males for 24 h. The deposited feces were washed from

each vial with 500 μl sterile phosphate-buffered saline, and 50-μl fecal washings were

added to each test diet. The fecal washings contained viable bacteria, including

Acetobacter and Lactobacillus species, which dominate the gut microbiota (28), as

revealed by plating onto nutrient agar (as below).

Identification and quantification of bacteria

The culturable bacterial load per insect was assessed by a previously described method

(23). Ten replicate 7- to-10-day-old adult flies were individually hand homogenized in

250 μl sterile phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) until pieces of tissue were no longer visible.

Homogenate samples (100 μl) in a 10-fold dilution series from 1× to 1/1,000× were

spread onto nutrient agar plates (28 g liter-1; Oxoid) using sterile technique, and the

number of CFU was scored after 7 days at 25°C. Colonies were sampled for

identification by Sanger sequencing of 16S rRNA gene sequences. Briefly, 16S rRNA

gene sequences were amplified from DNA extracted from single colonies by PCR

with general primers 16SA1 (5′-AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG-3′) and 16SB1 (5′-

TACGGYTACCTTGTTACGACTT-3′) (29) by a previously described procedure
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(30). The PCR products were purified using a QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen,

Valencia, CA) and sequenced on an Applied Biosystems automated 3730 DNA

analyzer using BigDye Terminator chemistry and AmpliTaq-FS DNA polymerase.

Sequences were trimmed using Sequencher (version 4.10.1) software and identified by

NCBI nucleotide BLAST analysis.

Statistical analysis

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to data sets that conformed to normal

distributions with homogeneity of variances (as determined by the Anderson-Darling

test and Levene's test, respectively). Two-sample comparisons were conducted by the t

test for normally distributed data sets or by the Mann-Whitney U test. Where multiple

tests were conducted in parallel, the Bonferroni correction of the critical probability (P

= 0.05) was applied.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers

The sequences of the bacteria recovered from the flies were deposited in the GenBank

database with accession numbers KC485818 to KC485880 (Table 5.1).

Results

Impact of CT and egg dechorionation on bacterial complement of Drosophila

The first experiments tested for the presence of bacteria in Drosophila. The flies

derived from untreated eggs on a CT-free diet yielded 3.2 × 104 CFU per fly (median;

range, 520 to 2.9 × 105 CFU per fly; n = 10). The equivalent value for flies from the
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+CT diet was 118 CFU per fly (range, 5 to 9 × 103 CFU per fly; n = 10),

demonstrating that, on average, >99% of the culturable bacteria were eliminated from

flies reared on a +CT diet. A subset of bacterial colonies was sampled for

identification by 16S rRNA gene sequencing. The most abundant bacteria were

Acetobacter (Alphaproteobacteria), accounting for 97% and 80% of the colonies from

untreated and CT-treated flies, respectively (Table 5.1). A parallel pyrosequencing

analysis of PCR-generated 16S rRNA gene amplicons from flies reared on the CT-free

diet yielded only Acetobacter species, with Acetobacter cerevisiae accounting for 98%

of the 29,858 reads (data not shown), indicating that the bacterial community in CT-

treated flies was drastically depleted and not dominated by unculturable forms.

The great majority of the culturable bacteria in flies reared on the +CT diet were

susceptible to CT, as indicated by the very limited recovery of CFU from parallel fly

samples reared on plates supplemented with 50 μg CT ml-1 (7/10 flies yielded no CFU,

and the remaining 3 flies yielded 38, 260, and 420 CFU, respectively, giving a median

number of CFU per fly of 0).

Every fly tested that developed from dechorionated eggs yielded no bacterial colonies

on nutrient agar plates. Parallel PCR assays with general bacterial 16S rRNA gene

primers also yielded no product, indicating that dechorionation eliminates all bacteria.
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Table 5.1 Composition of resident microbiota in D. melanogaster reared on a CT-free

diet and a +CT diet, determined by 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis of bacterial

colonies cultured on nutrient agar.
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NCBI
accession
number(s) of
sequences

Sequence identity Number of
bacterial colonies

NCBI
accession
number

Taxonomic identity %
sequence
identity

CT-free
diet

(n= 33)

+CT-
diet

(n=30)
KC485830-
KC485840,
KC485851-
KC485862

GQ359863.1 Acetobacter sp. 6-C-2
16S ribosomal RNA
gene, partial sequence

98-99 11 12

KC485818-
KC485819

NR_025512.1 Acetobacter cerevisiae
strain LMG 1625 16S
ribosomal RNA, partial
sequence

97-99 2 0

KC485872 HM218620.1 Acetobacter malorum
strain NM156-4 16S
ribosomal RNA gene,
partial sequence

98-99 0 1

KC485841-
KC485842,
KC485871

FJ227313.1 Acetobacter
pasteurianus strain bh12
16S ribosomal RNA
gene, partial sequence

96-98 2 1

KC485843-
KC485849,
KC485873-
KC485874

FN429068.1 Acetobacter
pasteurianus partial 16S
ribosomal RNA gene,
strain SX461

96-99 7 2

KC485850 FN429074.1 Acetobacter
pasteurianus partial 16S
ribosomal RNA gene,
strain ZJ362

97 1 0

KC485821-
KC485829,
KC485863-
KC485870

EU096229.1 Acetobacter pomorum
strain EW816 16S
ribosomal RNA gene,
partial sequence

97-99 9 8

KC485878 GU369767.1 Lactobacillus brevis
strain JS-7-2 16S
ribosomal RNA gene,
partial sequence

99 0 1

KC485879 FJ227317.1 Lactobacillus brevis
strain b4 16S ribosomal
RNA gene, partial
sequence

98 0 1

KC485875,
KC485876

GU253891.1 Lactobacillus pentosus
strain N3 16S ribosomal
RNA gene, partial
sequence

98 0 2

KC485880 AB494721.1 Lactobacillus plantarum
gene for 16S ribosomal
RNA, partial sequence,

99 0 1
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strain: KL23
KC485877 HM449702.1 Micrococcus luteus

strain PCSB6 16S
ribosomal RNA gene,
partial sequence

97 0 1

KC485820 DQ981281.1 Uncultured bacterium
clone thom_c06 16S
ribosomal RNA gene,
partial sequence

98 1 0

Fitness indices of Drosophila

The two indices of fitness assayed yielded different patterns of response to CT and egg

dechorionation. The time of insect development from oviposition to adulthood was 11

to 17 days (Figure. 5.1) and varied significantly across the four insect groups

(Kruskal-Wallis test, H = 125.77, P < 0.001). As previously reported (31),

dechorionation of the eggs resulted in a significantly extended time of development to

adulthood relative to that for untreated eggs on the CT-free diet (Mann-Whitney test,

W = 2336.5, P < 0.001). The development time on the +CT diet was also significantly

prolonged relative to that on the CT-free diet for insects derived from untreated eggs

(median, 12 days versus 11 days; W = 3081; P < 0.001) but not for insects derived

from dechorionated eggs (median, 13 days for both treatments; W = 5988.5; P = 0.75)

(Figure. 5.1). These results are consistent with the interpretation from previous studies

(19, 20, 31, 32) that the microbiota increases the rate of Drosophila development.
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Figure 5.1 Development time of flies from oviposition to adulthood. Closed bars, CT-

free diet; open bars, +CT diet. Number of replicates: 60 on CT-free diet and 100 on

the +CT diet (a) and 86 on the CT-free diet and 59 on the +CT diet (b).

The fecundity of flies derived from both untreated and dechorionated eggs was

negatively affected by dietary CT, with 40% fewer eggs being deposited by flies on

the +CT diet than by those on the CT-free diet. In the ANOVA (Figure. 5.2), the

interaction term was not statistically significant, indicating that the negative effect of
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CT on fecundity cannot be explained by the elimination of microbiota and is likely a

consequence of the direct effect of the antibiotic on the insect.

Figure 5.2 Median number of eggs deposited by 10 replicate flies over 7 days from

days 3 to 10 post-eclosion. Closed bars, CT-free diet; open bars, +CT diet. s.e.,

standard error. ANOVA results were as follows: for CT treatment, F1,36 = 9.58, P =

0.004; for egg treatment, F1,36 = 1.14, P > 0.05; for interaction, F1,36 = 0.17, P >

0.05. The x-axis values indicate the CT concentration in μg ml−1.

Nutritional and metabolic indices of Drosophila

It has previously been shown that Drosophila flies derived from dechorionated eggs

have an elevated glucose content, but their protein content is comparable to that in
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untreated flies (31). In this study, we investigated how these nutritional indices

responded to CT treatment. (The protein and glucose contents of flies reared on a CT-

free diet contributing to this analysis have been published previously [31].)

The protein content of males did not differ significantly between flies reared on the

CT-free diet and those reared on the +CT diet, but that of females was reduced by

17% when they were on the +CT diet, independently of the egg treatment, and this

effect was statistically significant (Figure. 5.3a and b). As with fecundity (see above),

these data are indicative of a direct effect of the antibiotic on the female fly. To check

whether the differential effect of CT on the protein content of the two sexes was

concentration dependent, males were reared on a diet containing 300 μg CT ml-1. The

protein content of these flies (104 ± 6.8 μg per fly, mean ± standard error, 5 replicates)

also did not differ significantly from that of flies reared on a CT-free diet (103 ± 7.3

μg per fly, 5 replicates) (t7 = 0.887, P > 0.05).
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Figure 5.3 Nutritional indices of 5- to 7-day-old adult Drosophila flies derived from

untreated and dechorionated eggs and reared on a CT-free diet (closed bars) or a +CT

diet (open bars). Five replicates per treatment (except for 4 replicates for the glucose

content of females from dechorionated eggs on the CT-free diet). The critical

probability was 0.0125 after use of the Bonferroni correction for four tests.
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The glucose content of both male and female flies reared from untreated eggs on the

+CT diet did not differ significantly from that of the equivalent flies reared on the CT-

free diet and was significantly lower than that of flies derived from dechorionated eggs

(Figure. 5.3c and d). These data are open to two alternative interpretations: (i) the

elevated glucose content of flies from dechorionated eggs is a nonspecific effect of the

egg treatment, or (ii) the small numbers of bacteria associated with the flies on the

+CT diet is sufficient to reduce the glucose content to values comparable to those for

conventionally reared flies. To discriminate between these possibilities, dechorionated

eggs were transferred to a sterile diet supplemented with Drosophila feces, which

contain live bacteria. This treatment resulted in a significant reduction in the glucose

content of the flies for both males and females to levels that did not differ significantly

from those for flies derived from untreated eggs (Figure. 5.4).
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Figure 5.4 Glucose content of Drosophila flies derived from dechorionated and

untreated eggs. (Top) Males; (bottom) females. Ten replicates were used for untreated

eggs and dechorionated eggs plus feces; 5 replicates were used for dechorionated eggs.

The critical probability was 0.0125 after use of the Bonferroni correction for four t

tests.

Discussion

Any intervention to disrupt the resident microbiota of insects has the potential to cause

nonspecific effects, and interpretation of results is critically dependent on

discrimination between these nonspecific effects and effects attributable to the

microbiota. This study demonstrates how the application of two mechanistically
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different procedures in a factorial design can be useful to make this discrimination.

Insect eggs can be sensitive to physical manipulations, especially removal of the egg

shell (17). Nevertheless, multiple lines of evidence indicate that dechorionation of

Drosophila eggs has no discernible nonspecific effect on preadult development.

Specifically, untreated and dechorionated eggs develop to hatching at the same rates

(31); the extended development time of insects derived from dechorionated eggs was

also displayed by flies reared from untreated eggs on a +CT diet, in which the

microbiota was greatly depleted (Figure. 5.1), and administration of bacteria to insects

derived from dechorionated eggs rescued both the low glucose content (this study) and

the rapid development rate (31) of untreated insects. Intriguingly, the glucose levels,

but not the development rates, in CT-treated flies with a much-depleted bacterial

content were comparable to those in untreated flies, suggesting that these two indices

differ in their responsiveness to the abundance of bacteria. Further research is required

to investigate the basis of this effect.

The application of two mechanistically different methods to disrupt the microbiota has

revealed that CT treatment is a less satisfactory method than egg dechorionation for

elimination of the microbiota of Drosophila. Importantly, direct effects of the

antibiotic treatment on the insect are obtained at a concentration (50 μg ml-1) that fails

to eliminate the bacteria, indicating that no CT concentration would achieve bacterial

elimination without side effects. Although greater bacterial depletion can be achieved

by the use of CT concentrations higher than those used in this study (27), treatment

with tetracycline antibiotics at concentrations of ≥100 μg CT ml -1 diet is well-known

to have substantial and transgenerational effects on mitochondria (33), particularly

affecting systems strongly dependent on mitochondrial function, e.g., embryo
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development (17) and sperm viability (34). For this reason, the use of protocols using

antibiotics to eliminate specific bacteria, e.g., Wolbachia, delays the ability to perform

experiments on insects for multiple generations after antibiotic treatment (33). It has

been assumed that the nonspecific deleterious effects of tetracyclines and other

antibiotics are insignificant at concentrations of ≤100 μg ml -1, and 50 μg ml-1 is widely

used to remove bacteria from insects used for study within a single generation (18,

35). This study demonstrates that, for Drosophila, this supposition is invalid. Both

protein content and fecundity are significantly depressed in female Drosophila flies

feeding on a +CT diet (50 μg ml-1) relative to that in flies derived from untreated and

dechorionated eggs on a CT-free diet.

A related issue is the physiological condition of the residual bacteria in the CT-treated

flies. The culturable bacteria were largely CT susceptible, as revealed by the minimal

growth of bacteria from CT-treated flies on CT-supplemented medium. Taken with

other data indicating that the bacteria associated with Drosophila are generally

culturable (23), these data suggest that bacterial protein synthesis and linked processes

(metabolism, growth, division, etc.) are largely inactive in flies on a +CT diet. They

contrast with data for some insects which are known to bear antibiotic-resistant

bacteria (36–39), whose interactions with the insect host would presumably be

unaffected by the antibiotic treatment.

These considerations lead to two methodological recommendations. First,

dechorionation is preferable over CT treatment for elimination of the gut microbiota of

Drosophila, because CT has microbe-independent deleterious effects on Drosophila

function at concentrations that are insufficient to achieve complete bacterial

elimination. Second, control experiments with insects derived from dechorionated
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eggs should be conducted in studies where other antibiotics, e.g., erythromycin and

rifampin (40, 41), are used to manipulate the microbiota of Drosophila. The microbe-

independent effects of tetracycline and possibly other antibiotics used to disrupt the

microbiota likely apply to other insects, and the tolerance of insect eggs to

dechorionation procedures may vary among insect species. The factorial design (e.g.,

antibiotic and dechorionation) used in this study has general value to tease apart the

microbe-dependent and microbe-independent effects of treatments to eliminate the

microbiota.

An important caveat to these considerations relates to Wolbachia, present in 20 to 70%

of all insect species (21, 42), including many laboratory lines and field isolates of D.

melanogaster (43–46); the strain of D. melanogaster used in this study was Wolbachia

free. As well as being a reproductive parasite (16), Wolbachia can confer virus

resistance and nutritional benefits (47–49). Wolbachia can be eliminated by antibiotics

but not surface sterilization/dechorionation of eggs, because it is transmitted vertically

in the egg cytoplasm (16). Although the interactions between the gut microbiota and

Wolbachia have received little study, elimination of the gut microbiota and the

resultant changes in the insect signaling networks and immune function (5, 20, 32)

could lead to changes to the population size, tissue tropism, and activities of

Wolbachia. Consequently, differences between Wolbachia-positive insects derived

from untreated and dechorionated eggs may be caused by gut microbe-dependent

effects on both the insect and Wolbachia.

In conclusion, experimentally generated insects in which the microbiota is depleted or

eliminated offer a vitally important tool to investigate insect-microbe interactions.

Access to alternative methods with different modes of action is particularly valuable,
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to provide independent confirmation of proposed interactions, to identify microbe-

independent effects (e.g., depressed protein content of CT-treated Drosophila flies),

and to select the most appropriate method to manipulate the microbiota for different

purposes.
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APPENDIX C

RESIDENT MICROBIOTA OF EXCEPTIONALLY LOW DIVERSITY IN A

PLANT SAP FEEDING INSECT6

Abstract

The resident microbiota of animals represents an important contribution to the global

microbial diversity, but it is poorly studied in most animals other than humans and a

few invertebrates. This study investigated the bacterial communities in 7 species of the

whitefly Bemisia tabaci complex by pyrosequencing bacterial 16S rRNA gene

amplicons. Representatives of just 9 bacterial genera were identified, with 7

previously described vertically-transmitted taxa accounting for >99.9-100% of the

reads in each sample. The number of OTUs tended to saturation in every biological

sample and, after correction for sequencing error, each sample was concluded to bear

3-5 bacterial taxa, with low diversity (Shannon’s index: 0.36-1.46, Simpson’s index:

0.17-0.74). The abundance of the bacterial symbionts in B. tabaci MEAM1 was

elevated in insect cultures bearing begomoviruses (tomato mosaic virus and tomato

yellow leaf curl virus) relative to a non-viruliferous culture, and varied significantly

with rearing plant. Generally, the abundance of the different symbionts varied in

concert, suggesting that they were regulated by common or linked insect

mechanism(s). These host controls over bacterial abundance, together with the

frequencies of vertical and horizontal transmission and the fitness of insects with

different bacterial complements, were identified as candidate factors contributing to

6 Article revised for resubmission to Molecular Ecology by Jing, XF*., Wong, ACN*., Colvin, J.,

Mckenzie, C. and Douglas, AE. *co-first authors.

Supplementary materials available upon request.
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the variation in composition and diversity of the bacterial communities in B. tabaci.

The demonstration of a very low bacterial diversity in this insect contributes to an

emerging pattern of lower bacterial diversity in many invertebrates than in vertebrate

animals, although the factors shaping this pattern remain to be established.

Introduction

All macroorganisms, including animals and plants, are constantly associated with

microorganisms; but only a restricted range of microorganisms exploit these hosts. For

example, among the bacteria, members of just 11 of the ca. 52 phyla of Eubacteria are

known to be associated with hosts (Sachs et al. 2011), and the Archaea include just a

few genera of mutualists (Gill & Brinkman 2011). Furthermore, many host-associated

microorganisms are rare or unknown in the free-living condition, i.e. apart from a host

(Ley et al. 2008; Tamames et al. 2010) and can exhibit high rates of evolutionary

diversification, linked to their coevolutionary interactions with their hosts (Brucker &

Bordenstein 2012; Dethlefsen et al. 2007; Walter et al. 2011). As a result, animals and

plants are increasingly recognized as habitats for an important fraction of the global

microbial diversity.

Our appreciation of the diversity of host-associated microorganisms, especially in

animals, has been transformed by high throughput sequencing technologies which

facilitate the identification and enumeration of the many uncultured microbial taxa. To

date, most research has focused on bacteria, revealing different patterns of diversity

between vertebrates and most invertebrate animals. In particular, the guts of

vertebrates are generally dominated by members of two phyla, the Bacteroidetes and

Firmicutes, but include hundreds of bacterial taxa at the level of <97% sequence
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identity of specific variable (V) regions of the rRNA gene sequences (Costello et al.

2010; Hong et al. 2011; Human Microbiome Project 2012; Kohl 2012; McDonald et

al. 2012; Rawls et al. 2006) but the guts or whole bodies of many invertebrates,

especially some insects, harbor just tens of taxa, often comprising members of

multiple phyla (Li et al. 2012; Martinson et al. 2011; Robinson et al. 2010; Wong et

al. 2011), with certain taxa apparently restricted to particular invertebrate groups

(Fieseler et al. 2004). Although possible factors contributing to this striking pattern of

diversity have been proposed (Ley et al. 2008; McFall-Ngai 2007), a comprehensive

understanding of the underlying processes remains as a major challenge for the

discipline of microbial ecology.

Explanations of the diversity of animal-associated microorganisms are only as good as

the datasets on which they are based. Unfortunately, the number and scale of analyses

of host-associated microorganisms are far smaller in invertebrates than vertebrates,

especially humans and mice, with the implication that some (perhaps many) unstudied

invertebrate taxa may not fit to the pattern identified to date. It is, therefore, an

important priority to obtain detailed data on the microbiota in key invertebrate taxa,

including those believed to bear a microbiota of very low diversities.

This study concerns the bacterial diversity in an invertebrate group anecdotally cited

to bear a microbiota of exceptionally low diversity: the phloem sap feeders. The

capacity to utilize this diet through the life cycle has evolved multiple times in the

order Hemiptera, but is otherwise unknown across the entire animal kingdom (Dolling

1991; Douglas 2003). Furthermore, this feeding trait is correlated absolutely with the

possession of microorganisms, usually bacteria that are localized to specialized insect

cells and are obligately vertically transmitted (Buchner 1965). These bacteria are
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known as primary symbionts. In addition to the primary symbiont, many phloem

feeding insects bear one to several other bacteria, informally called secondary

symbionts, which may be localized to the bacteriocytes, other insect cells or the body

cavity, and are capable of both vertical and horizontal transmission (Buchner 1965;

Degnan et al. 2010; Ferrari &Vavre 2011). All primary and most secondary symbionts

have reduced genomes and are nutritionally fastidious, and most have not been

brought into culture (Burke & Moran 2011; McCutcheon & Moran 2012). The

widespread, informal belief that the bacterial diversity in these insects is dominated by

these primary and secondary symbionts is based on the finding that these insects

generally harbor few or no bacteria culturable on routine bacteriological media

(Davidson et al. 2000; Grenier et al. 1994); and 16S rRNA genes amplicons obtained

by low-resolution methods (e.g PCR cloning, TRFLP) can be assigned to these few

taxa (Ferrari et al. 2012; Haynes et al. 2003; Singh et al. 2012). Exceptionally, the

aphid Brevicoryne brassicae was reported to bear multiple bacteria, including

members of the Pseudomonales and Enterobacteriales (Clark et al. 2012). To our

knowledge, next generation sequencing methods have not been applied to test the

supposed low bacterial diversity in any phloem feeding insect.

The purpose of this study is to quantify the bacterial diversity in Bemisia tabaci

whiteflies, by pyrosequencing 16S rRNA gene fragments amplified with general

bacterial primers. B. tabaci is a morphological species of cosmopolitan distribution

that comprises a complex of >30 partially or completely reproductively isolated

candidate species (De Barro et al. 2011). [We refer to these candidate species as “B.

tabaci Asia1”, “B. tabaci MEAM1” etc., following Tay et al. (2012).] As for

whiteflies generally, the primary symbiont in all B. tabaci species is the γ-
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proteobacterium Candidatus Portiera aleyrodidarum (Baumann et al. 2004). A total of

7 different secondary symbionts have been identified in B. tabaci species:

Arsenophonus (Thao & Baumann 2004a), Cardinium (Weeks et al. 2003), Fritschea

(Everett et al. 2005), Hamiltonella (Thao & Baumann 2004a), Hemipteriphilus (allied

to Orientia) (Bing et al. 2013), Rickettsia (Gottlieb et al. 2006) and Wolbachia

(Nirgianaki et al. 2003). Most current research on the bacterial diversity in B. tabaci

has focused on the prevalence of these bacteria in different species and from different

geographical locations. These studies are based on end-point PCR using refined

diagnostic primers and template DNA obtained by gentle extraction methods

unsuitable for Gram-positive bacteria, with no estimation of the detection limits of the

assay (Ahmed et al. 2013; Chiel et al. 2007; Chu et al. 2011; Gueguen et al. 2010;

Thierry et al. 2011). This widespread practice could grossly underestimate the

bacterial diversity in B. tabaci because the template DNA may be representative of a

subset of bacteria in the original samples, previously unreported taxa are excluded

from diagnostic PCR assays, and target bacteria at abundances below the assay

detection limit may be erroneously scored as absent. Circumstantial evidence that B.

tabaci may include bacteria additional to the 8 bacterial taxa described comes from the

cultivation of various bacteria, including the Gram-positive Bacillus and

Staphylococcus, from B. tabaci MEAM1 (Davidson et al. 2000) and recovery of

Bacillus, Enterobacter, Paracoccus, Acinetobacter and other bacterial sequences from

a metatranscriptomic analysis of B. tabaci Asia I and Asia II (Singh et al. 2012).

This study has two specific aims. The first was to quantify the bacterial diversity in 7

B. tabaci species, including two highly invasive species, B. tabaci MEAM1 and B.

tabaci MED (also known as biotypes B and Q, respectively). We used material from
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the B. tabaci culture repository at Natural Resources Institute, UK for this analysis, so

that the insect material is available for future investigations, including as controls for

analyses of bacterial diversity in field populations. The second aim was to compare the

bacterial diversity in long-term B. tabaci MEAM1 cultures reared on different plants

or with/without plant begomoviruses vectored by this species. Secondary symbionts

have been implicated in the capacity of B. tabaci insects to vector begomoviruses

(Gottlieb et al. 2010; Rana et al. 2012), and the prevalence and abundance of some

secondary symbionts are reported to vary with rearing plant for B. tabaci and other

phloem feeders (Chandler et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2000; Chiel et al. 2007; Tsuchida et

al. 2004). Interpretation of these associations, however, depends critically on the

effects of virus carriage and rearing plant on the overall bacterial complement of the

insects. This first comprehensive analysis of the bacterial diversity in any phloem

feeding insect demonstrates a remarkably low diversity, raising fundamental questions

about the processes that shape the variation in diversity of host-associated microbiota

in different animals.

Experimental procedures

The experimental material

The analyses were conducted on adult Bemisia tabaci in laboratory culture at three

locations (Table 6.1). The 7 B. tabaci species in set-1 were reared at 27 °C with a

14L:10D photoperiod at The Natural Resources Institute, UK. Set-2 were B. tabaci

MEAM1 derived from three separate field collections, one nonviruliferous, one

infected with tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) and one infected with tomato

mosaic virus (ToMoV) (Sinisterra et al. 2005), and maintained at 25 ± 1°C with
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16L:8D photoperiod at the U.S. Horticultural Research Laboratory, Ft. Pierce, FL. Set-

3 comprised B. tabaci MEAM1, from a culture established in 1989 from a field

population by Dr John Sanderson at Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, and reared on

poinsettia cv. Freedom Red, Vicia faba cv. Windsor, Nicotinia tabacum cv. Xanthi and

Solanum tuberosum cv. Desiree at 24/20 °C (L/D) and 14L:10D photoperiod. The

identity of every isolate was confirmed by sequencing the mitochondria cytochrome c

oxidase I (mtCOI) gene (Shatters et al. 2009). Samples of set-1 and set-2 were

preserved in 90% ethanol prior to molecular analysis, and set-3 comprised fresh

material.
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Table 6.1 Complement of bacterial symbionts in Bemisia tabaci species
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DNA isolation

The insect samples, each comprising 30-40 adult whiteflies, were rinsed three times in

extraction buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2 mM sodium EDTA, 1.2% Triton® X-

100) and then hand- homogenized in extraction buffer containing 20 mg lysozyme ml-

1, and incubated at 37 °C for 1.5 h to achieve DNA extraction from both Gram-

positive and Gram-negative bacteria. The DNA in the samples was then extracted

using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA)

following manufacturer’s instructions for Gram-positive bacteria. The quantity and

quality of the DNA were measured by Nanodrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific).

Multiplex 454 pyrosequencing of 16S rRNA gene sequences

16S ribosomal RNA amplicons of the V6-V7 region were prepared using general 16S

rRNA gene primers 907Fmod (5’-AAACTCAAADGAATTGACGG-3’) modified

from (Sundquist et al. 2007) and 1237R (5’-GTAGYACGYGTGTWGCCC-3’)

(Turner et al. 1999). The 907Fmod primer comprised the 907F primer of (Sundquist et

al. 2007) with the degenerated nucleotide D (G or T) in place of G at nt10, following

preliminary analysis indicated poor predicted amplification of Portiera 16S rDNA

with the 907F primer. Each sample-specific 907Fmod primer bears a multiplex

identifier (MID) sequence (Supplementary Table 1a). PCR reactions were conducted

as previously described (Wong et al. 2011). Briefly, equal amounts (ng) of the

products of three PCR reactions per sample were mixed, purified using the QIAquick

PCR purification kit (QIAGEN), and quantified by the Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® Kit.

Emulsion PCR was conducted at 1.5 copies per bead using only ‘A’ beads for

unidirectional 454 GS-FLX pyrosequencing with standard Titanium chemistry.
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Pyrosequencing flowgrams were converted to sequence reads using 454 Life Science

software (www.454.com). Reads with ambiguous nucleotides (N) and < 270

nucleotides after the forward primer, and mismatches with the 16S rRNA gene primers

were excluded in the initial filtering. The QIIME 1.4.0 virtualbox package was used to

split the multiplexed sequences, discard chimeras, denoise the data, bin sequences at

97% sequence identity, and make taxonomy calls to genus level (Caporaso et al.

2010). Default parameters were used except that the denoising cutoff was set to retain

doubletons, and the RDP classifier was applied using a custom Greengenes database to

assign class through genus designations. Bacterial species identity of each OTU was

assigned by NCBI StandAlone BLAST (megablast program) using the nucleotide (nt)

database (August 2012) under default settings with supplementary manual curation in

April 2013. OTUs with either single reads or fewer reads than in the negative controls

were excluded.

The analysis yielded several instances of multiple OTUs with the same bacterial

species as the BLAST top hit (i.e. species identity), including many more reads in one

OTU (which we call the “major” OTU) than the other OTUs (the “minor” OTUs). To

assess whether the minor OTUs are an artifact arising from sequencing error, the

Poisson probabilities (PPois) for a single artifactual read at different %ID were

calculated for each biological sample, using the sequencing error rate of 1.07% (Gilles

et al. 2011) (Supplementary Table 2). The probability of each minor OTU arising by

sequencing error was determined by multiplying the PPois with the number of reads in

a given biological sample.
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Bacterial co-occurrence analyses

The patterns of bacterial species co-occurrence among whitefly samples were

analyzed by the C-score test (Stone & Roberts 1990). The pyrosequence datasets

(Supplementary Table 3) were transformed into presence–absence matrices with the

five bacterial species (Arsenophonus, Cardinium, Hamiltonella, Rickettsia and

Wolbachia) as rows and individual whitefly samples as columns. C-score test

calculates the mean number of instances where two bacterial species co-occur. The

computed C-score is significantly greater than the null distribution if the bacteria co-

occur less frequently than predicted by chance (segregation), and less than the null

distribution for positive co-occurrence (aggregation). The most appropriate null model

for these data, in which the presence/absence of each bacterial species in the whitefly

populations is known, is the “fixed-fixed” null model [SIM9 of Gotelli (2000)]. The

observed data matrices were compared to 5000 randomly generated matrices using

EcoSim 7.72 (Gotelli & Entsminger 2012).

Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis

The abundance of Portiera, Hamiltonella and Rickettsia in B. tabaci MEAM1 was

determined by qRT-PCR of 16S rRNA gene amplicons, normalized to the B. tabaci

gene tubulin alpha-1 chain (αTUB: NCBI_EE598061), using specific primers covering

ca.100 bp of the V2 region of the 16S rRNA gene (Supplementary Table 1b). The

reactions were conducted in C1000TM Thermal cycler (Bio-Rad) with 10 µl Power

SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), 2.4 µl 2.5 µM primers and ca.

25 ng DNA template in 20 µl volume, with reagent-only samples as negative controls.

The thermal profile was 95°C for 10 min, 35 amplification cycles of 95°C for 10 s,
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60°C for 30 s and dissociation cycle of 95°C for 10 s, 60°C for 5 s then brought back

to 95°C. The dissociation curve confirmed that every reaction yielded a single PCR

product with the predicted Tm. The experiments comprised three biological samples

per treatment, for each of which the mean Ct of three technical replicates was

calculated. The fold-difference between the abundance of each bacterial16S gene and

the whitefly αTUB gene was determined by the ΔΔCt method (Schmittgen & Livak

2008).

Statistical analysis

The variation in abundance of bacterial 16S rRNA gene amplicons was analyzed by

ANOVA, following confirmation that the datasets were normally distributed

(Anderson Darling test) with homogeneous variance (Bartlett’s and Levene’s tests)

after log2 transformation. The significance of individual pair-wise differences of

biological interest was tested by post hoc test. Paired t-tests were applied to test for

difference in bacterial diversity indices and number of Portiera reads between male

and female insects.

Results

Pyrosequencing data

The pyrosequencing of the 16S rRNA gene amplicons from the whitefly samples

yielded 229,457 reads, after quality filtering and removal of chimeric sequences.

Between 2,119 and 15,197 reads were obtained per insect sample, and the reads could

be assigned to 40 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) at 97% sequence identity

(Supplementary Table 3; Table 6.2). The rarefaction curve for every sample tended to
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saturation (Supplementary Figure. 1), indicating that the OTUs detected were

representative of the total bacterial community in each sample.
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Table 6.2 Pyrosequencing analysis of 16S rRNA gene amplicons with diversity

indices
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Thirty-eight (95%) of the 40 OTUs could be assigned to the primary symbiont

Portiera and six secondary symbionts, Arsenophonus, Cardinium, Hamiltonella,

Hemipteriphilus, Rickettsia and Wolbachia (Fritschea was not detected). The

remaining two OTUs were α-Proteobacteria (Supplementary Table 3). OTU38 is allied

with an un-named bacterium (NCBI accession HM256949) previously detected in

human skin samples (Kong et al. 2012) and was detected in B. tabaci Australia males

[2 (0.08%) of 2,568 reads], and was probably a handling contaminant. OTU20 has

high sequence identity with the 16S rRNA gene sequence (NCBI accession JX560791)

of Methylobacterium oryzae endophyte of pineapple plants, and was detected in B.

tabaci Asia1 males [2 (0.04%) of 5,564 reads] in set-1 and B. tabaci MEAM1 females

on potato plants in set-3 [2 ( 0.01%) of 15, 915 reads]. OTU20 may be an insect

culture contaminant or occasional associate of B. tabaci.

The reads assigned to Portiera and five of the secondary symbionts comprised

multiple OTUs, with many more reads in one major OTU than the other minor OTUs

(Hemipteriphilus comprised a single OTU, OTU34) (Supplementary Table 4). For

example, Portiera was represented by a total of 12 OTUs, of which one (OTU31)

accounted for >90% of the reads in every sample. All insect samples bore the same

major OTU of each symbiont type, with the exception of Rickettsia, which included

two major OTUs (Supplementary Table 4; Figure. 6.1). Rickettsia OTU26 (with

related minor OTUs 1, 21, 22 40 and 46) was detected in all samples of B. tabaci

MEAM 1, and had >97% sequence identity to Rickettsia sp. described previously in B.

tabaci MEAM 1 (Gottlieb et al. 2006). The second major Rickettsia OTU, OTU11

(with related minor OTUs 3, 21 and 44), was detected in B. tabaci China 1, Asia 1 and

Asia II-7, originating from China and India. This Rickettsia is allied to Rickettsia
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strain RI1 identified in B. tabaci Asia II-India, collected from India (Singh et al.

2012).

Figure 6.1 Relative abundance of pyrosequence reads assigned to bacterial symbionts

of B. tabaci. A. Different species of set-1 (circle area corresponds to relative

abundance of bacteria in each sample). Rickettsia-1 and Rickettsia-2 have high

sequence ID with Rickettsia described by Gottlieb et al. (2006) and Singh et al.

(2012), respectively. Hemipterophilus, OTU20 and OTU38 are not included in this

figure because they account for <1% of the reads. B. B. tabaci MEAM1 set-2. C. B.
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tabaci MEAM1 set-3.Key for Figure. 1 B&C: PortieraI, Rickettsia,

Hamiltonella.

To investigate whether the minor OTUs were likely the result of sequencing error, the

Poisson probability distribution (Supplementary Table 2) was applied to the data, with

a critical probability of 0.05. Sequencing error could account for the % sequence

difference between each major OTU and all the related minor OTUs except Portiera

OTU25 and Arsenophonus OTU36 (Supplementary Table 4). These two variant OTUs

are each represented by just two reads in a single insect sample, accounting for

<0.003% of the total reads. For subsequent analysis, the reads for all other minor

OTUs were assigned to the related major OTU.

Bacterial communities in different species of B. tabaci

The bacterial communities in B. tabaci are of low diversity, as indicated by the low

values for the Shannon index (0.36-1.46) and Simpson index (0.17-0.74) (Table 6.2).

The indices did not differ between males and females (Shannon index: t=0.42,

p=0.681; Simpson index: t=0.47, p=0.646).

The primary symbiont Portiera was detected in every sample of B. tabaci tested, and

accounted for between 5% (in AsiaII-7 males) and 86% (in AsiaII-5 females) of the

total reads per sample (Figure. 6.1A, Supplementary Table 3). For 13 of the 15 B.

tabaci cultures tested, Portiera contributed a higher percentage of reads in the sample

of females than male insects (Figure. 6.2) and, overall, the difference between the two

sexes was statistically significant (t = 3.60, p=0.003).
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Proportion of reads assigned to Portiera
in female B. tabaci
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Figure 6.2 Relative abundance of Portiera pyrosequence reads in male and female B.

tabaci.

The male and female samples of all 7 species of B. tabaci in set-1 bore between two

and four secondary symbionts, in addition to Portiera; and the B. tabaci MEAM1 in

set-2 and set-3 had the same secondary symbionts (Hamiltonella and Rickettsia) as for

the MEAM1 culture in set-1 (Figure. 6.1; Supplementary Table 3). The complement of

secondary symbionts was unique to each species, apart from AsiaII-5 and Australia,

both of which harbored Arsenophonus and Wolbachia. Visual inspection revealed that

Wolbachia and Hamiltonella did not co-occur in any samples, and that Arsenophonus

was scored only in samples that also bore Wolbachia. To assess whether the incidence

of co-occurrence of secondary symbionts across the 7 B. tabaci species differed from
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that predicted by chance, the C-scores test was applied to the data. The C-score for the

full dataset, 15.2, was significantly higher than expected by chance (13.3, p < 0.001),

indicating that, overall, the bacteria were less likely to co-occur than predicted by

chance.

The bacterial complement of viruliferous and non-viruliferous B. tabaci

The pyrosequence data were used to compare the symbiont complement of

viruliferous and non-viruliferous B. tabaci MEAM1. In the context of evidence that

the secondary symbiont Hamiltonella may promote begomovirus transmission

(Gottlieb et al. 2010; Rana et al. 2012), we hypothesized that the viruliferous cultures

(infected with ToMoV and TYLCV) would have elevated titers of Hamiltonella.

Contrary to this expectation, the % contribution of Hamiltonella reads was marginally

lower in the cultures bearing ToMoV and TYLCV than in the non-viruliferous culture,

but the relative abundance of Portiera was >two-fold greater in viruliferous compared

to non-viriliferous adults (Figure. 6.1B).

To test for among-culture variation in the absolute density of the bacteria, the

abundance of 16S rRNA gene sequences of Portiera, Rickettsia and Hamiltonella was

determined by qPCR (Figure. 6.3). By ANOVA, bacterial abundance varied

significantly across the three cultures, but the interaction term “symbiont x insect

culture” was not significant (see legend to Figure. 6.3). These results indicate that,

although the overall bacterial density varied among the cultures (highest in the

ToMoV-infected culture and lowest in the non-viruliferous insects), there was no

significant variation in the relative abundance of the different symbionts across the

three insect cultures. In summary, this analysis is suggestive of an association between
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begomovirus infection and high bacterial titers, but no association specifically with

elevated Hamiltonella.
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Figure 6.3 qPCR analysis of relative copy number of bacterial 16S rRNA genes and

insect αTubulin gene in B. tabaci MEAM 1 cultures that are non-viruliferous or

infected with ToMoV or TYLCV. A. Males B. females. [“no virus” data are also

presented as “tomato” dataset in Figure. 4C]. ANOVA: insect culture F1,36 = 7.21,

p=0.002; symbiont type: F2,36 = 169, p<0.001; sex: F1,36 = 47.31, p<0.001; insect

culture x symbiont type: F4,36 = 2.27, p>0.05; insect culture x sex: F2,36 = 0.25, p>0.05;

symbiont x sex: F4,36 = 0.10, p>0.05; 3-way interaction: F4,36 = 0.10, p>0.05
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Bacterial communities in B. tabaci reared on different plants

The pyrosequence reads obtained for non-viruliferous B. tabaci MEAM 1 reared on

different plants in set-2 and set-3 suggested that the relative abundance of the three

symbionts (Portiera, Hamiltonella and Rickettsia) varied subtly between the cultures

on different plants (Figure. 6.1B & C). For set-3, symbiont abundance varied

significantly with rearing plant, attaining a significantly higher abundance in insects

on tobacco than potato (p<0.05) (Figure. 6.4A & B, with statistical analysis in legend),

but the relative abundance of different symbionts did not vary across the plants (the

ANOVA interaction term “symbiont x plant” was not significant). In the parallel

analysis of set-2 (Figure. 6.4C), this interaction term was significant, and the post hoc

test revealed that Hamiltonella (but not Portiera or Rickettsia) was significantly

reduced in the insect culture reared on tobacco relative to tomato.
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Figure. 6.4 qPCR analysis of relative copy number of bacterial 16S rRNA genes and

insect αTubulin gene in B. tabaci MEAM 1 reared on different plants. A. Males of set-

3. B. females of set-3. C. Non-viruliferous insects of set-2. ANOVA for set-3 data

(displayed as Figure. 4A & B): rearing plant F3,48 = 3.06, p=0.037; symbiont type: F2,48

= 15.91, p<0.001; sex: F1,48 = 3.44, p>0.05; rearing plant x symbiont type: F3,48 = 0.27,

p>0.05; rearing plant x sex: F3,48 = 0.88, p>0.05; symbiont type x sex: F2,48 = 0.16,

p>0.05; 3-way interaction: F6,48 = 0.08, p>0.05. ANOVA for set-2 data (displayed in

Figure. 4C): rearing plant: F1,24 = 1.12, p>0.05; symbiont type: F2,24 = 85.22, p<0.001;

sex: F1,24 = 33.09, p<0.001; rearing plant x symbiont type: F2,24 = 7.93, p=0.002;

rearing plant x sex: F1,24 = 3.17, p>0.05; symbiont type x sex: F2,24 = 11.15, p<0.001;

3-way interaction: F2,24 = 0.17, p>0.05.
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Discussion

Our appreciation of microbial diversity has been transformed by the advent of culture-

independent methods to identify and enumerate taxa. A majority of environmental

microbes are not readily cultivated on standard media and, although microbiologists

are increasingly responding to the challenge to develop new culture strategies (Carini

et al. 2013; Goodman et al. 2011; Singh et al. 2013), sequence-based methods remain

the method of choice for establishing microbial diversity, with PCR-generated 16S

rRNA gene amplicons the mainstay for bacteria. However, reliable estimates of

bacterial diversity require close attention to methods. Pitfalls include unsuitable

methods to extract DNA (see Introduction) and poor sequence identity between the

primers and the some taxa in the sample, leading to biased amplification. Two further

difficulties can arise with the interpretation of sequence data: underestimation of

diversity because some low abundance taxa may remain undetected even with a

sequencing depth of >10,000 reads; and the artifactual inflation of OTUs through

misinterpretation of PCR and sequencing errors as novel sequences (Huse et al. 2010;

Kunin et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2012). In this study on the bacterial diversity in B. tabaci,

we sought to minimize these sources of error. Specifically, we used extraction

methods designed to obtain DNA from Gram-positive bacteria; and we increased the

degeneracy of the primer sequences to avoid exclusion of bacteria, including Portiera,

in the amplicon set. Furthermore, the number of reads in all samples yielded saturation

of the rarefaction curves (Supplementary Figure. 1), indicating that our sampling was

exhaustive, and we determined the probability that OTUs with similar sequence could

be attributed to sequence error.
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With these multiple precautions in place, the pyrosequencing revealed a total of just 9

genera of bacteria across the 7 species and 15 samples of B. tabaci, with >99.99% of

the sequence reads assigned to 7 genera described previously as B. tabaci symbionts.

These bacteria are localized to cells (specifically bacteriocytes for Portiera),

hemolymph (blood) and other tissues of their whitefly hosts (Brumin et al. 2012;

Gottlieb et al. 2006; Gottlieb et al. 2008). Our results are in sharp contrast to the report

of the Gram-positive bacteria Bacillus and Enterobacter, and well as other bacteria of

unknown taxonomic position, in two independent studies of B. tabaci, one on B.

tabaci MEAM1 in laboratory culture (Davidson et al. 2000) and the other on multiple

B. tabaci species collected from various geographical locations in India (Singh et al.

2012). Perhaps these bacteria are surface contaminants, and the different studies varied

in the efficacy of washing methods to remove them. Alternatively (and we consider

less likely), these additional bacteria are carried internally, but their distribution varies

such that, by chance, they were entirely absent from the B. tabaci cultures derived

from 11 independent collections and maintained in three different locations (New

York, Florida and United Kingdom) in this study.

The resident microbiota in humans and other mammals includes a high diversity of

bacteria at the species and strain level relative to higher level taxonomic units

(Dethlefsen et al. 2007; Human Microbiome Project 2012). Unlike mammals, the low

diversity at the level of genus is also displayed at lower taxonomic levels in B. tabaci.

Each B. tabaci sample bore just one major OTU for each bacterial genus, apart from

the two Rickettsia taxa (one in B. tabaci MEAM1 collected from the Americas, and

the other in three B. tabaci species collected from China, Figure. 6.1A). Furthermore,

almost all of the fine-scale sequence variation was within the range of variation
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predicted from sequencing error, and the pattern of variation suggests that the

probability analysis did not attribute biologically-distinct OTUs erroneously to

sequencing error. Specifically, every B. tabaci species bore the same major OTU of

each symbiont-type; and Portiera, predicted to have especially low within-sample

biological diversity because of its long-term obligate vertical transmission and very

small effective population size (Moran & Wernegreen 2000), included more minor

OTUs than any of the secondary symbionts.

The likely reason for the low diversity of the resident microbiota in B. tabaci is the

lack of a gut microbiota, as previously reported by (Davidson et al. 2000), whose

detailed electron microscopical analysis revealed no bacteria in the gut lumen of B.

tabaci, unless the insects were fed on high densities of bacteria. Many bacteria cannot

gain access to the whitefly gut because the natural diet of plant phloem sap is

generally microbe-free (although it can bear some highly specialized pathogens,

notably the phytoplasmas) and the very narrow whitefly stylets exclude any particles

of diameter > 0.5 µm (Davidson et al. 2000). Phloem-sap feeding aphids also support

a resident microbiota of exceptionally low diversity, but this trait is not universal

among plant sap feeding insects. For example, the leafhopper Euscelis incisus and

sharp-shooter Homalodisca vitripennis bear a diverse gut microbiota (Douglas 1988;

Hail et al. 2011). Further research is required to explain the among-insect variation in

the extent of microbial colonization of the gut.

Barriers to gut colonization are not, however, the sole determinants of the bacterial

diversity in B. tabaci. The incidence of a bacterial taxon in a host population is shaped

by the balance between gain and loss of bacterial cells in each insect and the selective

differential between insects with different bacterial communities. The sole route by
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which B. tabaci acquires its primary symbiont is by vertical transmission via the egg,

such that the phylogenies of whiteflies and Portiera are congruent (Thao & Baumann,

2004b); and whiteflies are believed to be nutritionally dependent on Portiera (Sloan &

Moran 2012), such that any Portiera-free insects would be eliminated rapidly from the

population. Secondary symbionts are also maternally inherited via the egg, apparently

with high fidelity in the laboratory. The multiple reports of intermediate prevalence of

most secondary symbionts in wild populations, e.g. Bing et al. (2013), Chu et al.

(2011), Thierry et al. (2011), suggests that the more variable environmental conditions

in the field may reduce vertical transmission efficiency; and the incongruence of

host/secondary symbiont phylogenies is indicative of horizontal transmission,

potentially via feeding, sexual contact and aborted parasitoid attack (Caspi-Fluger et

al. 2012; Chiel et al. 2009; Moran & Dunbar 2006). Evidence that selective

differentials can drive rapid changes in the prevalence of a secondary symbiont in B.

tabaci comes from the study of Himler et al. (2011), who showed that Rickettsia

significantly promotes the fecundity and survivorship of B. tabaci MEAM 1, as well

distorting the sex ratio to favor female offspring (which carry Rickettsia). These

processes were sufficient to drive an increase in prevalence of Rickettsia from <1% to

>95% of the population in SW USA in less than 80 host generations.

Diversity indices are sensitive to the relative abundance of different taxa. Intriguingly,

the abundance of the different symbionts in B. tabaci MEAM1 tended to vary in

concert, both among insect cultures with different virus infections and reared on

different plants (Figure. 6.3 & 4). (Exceptionally, the abundance of Hamiltonella 16S

was specifically reduced in B. tabaci set-2 reared on tobacco relative to tomato.) The

simplest interpretation of these data is that the multiple symbionts are maintained by a
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common host regulatory mechanism, with the implication that net rates of

proliferation are controlled by the same or linked sets of conditions and resources in

the host insect. The systemic immune system may be involved because the symbionts

have different tissue tropisms, with Portiera and Hamiltonella located in bacteriocytes

and Rickettsia widely distributed throughout the insect body (Brumin et al. 2012;

Gottlieb et al. 2008). Similarly, the elevated abundance of bacterial 16S in the

viruliferous cultures of B. tabaci MEAM1 (set-2) may be indicative of virus

manipulation of the immune status of the insect, with correlated consequences for

insect regulation of symbionts.

In conclusion, the exhaustive sampling of the bacterial diversity in B. tabaci made

possible by this first study using high throughput sequencing methods has revealed a

resident microbiota of exceptionally low diversity that is structured predominantly by

vertical transmission from mother to offspring. These data raise important questions

about the function of the gastro-intestinal tract that is not naturally heavily colonized

by bacteria, the role of the insect immune system in maintaining the relative

abundance of the microbiota, and the relative importance of horizontal transmission of

secondary symbionts and selection on insects with different bacterial communities in

shaping the composition of the microbiota in individuals, populations and species of

B. tabaci. More generally, this study provides a valuable “low diversity” datapoint for

the broader ecological questions posed by the remarkable variation in diversity of

resident microbiota across different animals.
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APPENDIX D

16SpeB: DEFINING BACTERIAL SPECIES BOUNDARIES BY MINIMUM

INTRA-SPECIES 16S RRNA GENE SEQUENCE IDENTITY7

Abstract

Summary: 16SpeB (16S rRNA-based Species Boundary) is a package of Perl

programs that evaluates total sequence variation of a bacterial species at the levels of

the whole 16S rRNA gene sequences or single hypervariable (V) regions, using

publicly-available sequences. The 16SpeB pipelines filter sequences from duplicated

strains and of low quality, extracts a V region of interest using general primer

sequences, and calculates sequence percentage identity (%ID) through all possible

pairwise alignments. Results: The minimum %ID of 16S rRNA gene sequences for 15

clinically-important bacterial species, as determined by 16SpeB, ranged from 82.6% to

99.8%. The relationship between minimum %ID of V2/V6 regions and full-gene

sequences varied among species, indicating that %ID species limits should be resolved

independently for each region of the 16S rRNA gene and bacterial species.

Availability: 16SpeB and user manual are freely available for download from

http://www.angeladouglaslab.com/content/view/16SpeB.html. It currently supports the

Linux operation system.

7 Article in preparation for journal submission by Wong, ACN., Ng, P. and Douglas, AE.

Ng, P contributed to the scripting of the 16SpeB.

Supplementary materials available upon request.
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Introduction

16S rRNA-based identification of bacteria from clinical and environmental samples

can be a challenging task. Although 97% sequence identity (%ID) of the full length

16S gene is widely used as the threshold defining bacterial species (Clarridge, 2004;

Drancourt and Raoult, 2005; Janda and Abbott, 2007; Petti, 2007), this criterion has

been validated for very few species of bacteria (Drancourt, et al., 2004; Ueda, et al.,

1999). Compounding the uncertainty about the validity of the 97% ID threshold for

species identification, there is increasing demand for taxonomic identification of

bacteria from relatively short sequence reads (<400 bp) of single hypervariable (V)

regions of the 16S gene, usually V2 or V6 (Bowen, et al., 2011; De Filippo, et al.,

2010; Guss, et al., 2011; Kirchman, et al., 2010; Ravussin, et al., 2011; Wu, et al.,

2011).

16SpeB is an analytical tool designed to identify the range of 16S %ID encompassed

by individual bacterial species based on known 16S rRNA gene sequence variation.

This tool provides accurate taxonomic identification of bacteria, using both (near)-full

16S sequences and short reads obtained by 454 or Illumina sequencing of 16S rRNA

gene amplicons.

Usage

16S rRNA sequences from three 16S rRNA databases can be downloaded from

Greengenes (DeSantis, et al., 2006) Ribosomal Database Project (Cole, et al., 2007)

and Silva (Pruesse, et al., 2007). 16SpeB allows users to trim the (near-)full 16S rRNA

sequences to their preferred length. It can also extract the sequences of the V2 and V6

regions, which are widely used in 454 sequencing studies, by reference to the general
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primer sets 27F-338R and 784F-1061R, respectively. Sequences that fail to satisfy the

two following conditions are removed: (1) <2 bp mismatches with the general 16S

primers (i.e. conserved regions of the 16S gene), and (2) relative coordinates of

matched primers are within +/- 50 bp from the relative coordinates of the literature.

The V2 region is trimmed to 270 bp upstream of the 338R primer. 16SpeB conducts

all possible pairwise sequence comparisons by aligning all pairwise sequences using

Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm with match/mismatch score of 1/-2 and

affine gap penalty open/extension of -5/-2. The minimum and 95% quantile %ID are

computed for each species, providing a measure of the total known sequence variation

that defines the species.

Application of 16SpeB

16SpeB was initially developed to identify species limits of Acetobacter and

Lactobacillus in a pyroseqeuncing analysis of the gut microbiota of Drosophila

melanogaster (Wong, et al., 2011). Here we extend the application of 16SpeB to

determine the %ID of (near-)full 16S rRNA genes that defines the species boundary of

15 clinically-important bacterial species (listed in Supplementary Data Set 1); and to

determine the %ID of the V2 and V6 regions widely used in pyrosequencing studies

that correlate with this species boundary. The 15 bacterial species were selected on the

criteria that a broad range of publicly-available sequences (3 to 454) and phylogenetic

diversity (including representatives of Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Chlamydiae,

Firmicutes and Proteobacteria) were represented. In total, 1,296 sequences were

analyzed. The minimum %ID of (near-) full 16S sequences varied from 99.8%

(Neisseria gonorrhoeae) to 82.6% (Staphylococcus aureus) (Table 7.1). Just two
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(13%) of the 15 species had minimum %ID close to predicted 97% threshold for

species boundary (Neisseria meningitidis 97.0%, and Listeria monocytogenes 97.1%);

and 11 (73%) species deviated from 97% by more than one percentage point. Values

of the 95% quantile are provided in Table 7.1 and may prove to be more useful than

minimum %ID for some species, e.g. Staphylococcus aureus, where the minimum

%ID is suspected to be artefactually low (possibly through mis-identification).
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Table 7.1 The minimum and 95% quantile %ID of the (near-)full 16S rRNA gene, and

the V2 and V6 regions of the 15 clinically-important bacteria.
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As anticipated, the minimum %ID of both the V2 and V6 regions varied positively

with %minimum ID of the (near-) full sequence of the 16S genes (Supplementary

Figure 1). The relationships were not, however, tight indicating that the rates of

sequence evolution of individual V regions are not closely correlated to each other or

to other regions of the 16S gene. Our data suggest the 97% threshold is not a reliable

index of the taxonomic species limit, and there is no simple linear relationship linking

the minimum %ID of the V2 or V6 sequences to the (near-) full 16S sequence across

multiple bacterial species.

We conclude that the %ID species limits should be resolved independently for each

region of the 16S rRNA gene and each bacterial species. Therefore, 16SpeB can serve

as an important tool that facilitates accurate taxonomic identification and proper

interpretation of 16S rRNA gene pyrosequencing data.
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APPENDIX E

SUPPLEMENTARY NUTRITIONAL INDICES FIGURES FOR CHAPTER 4
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Figure 7.1 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on weight (mg) of
conventional and axenic male Drosophila.
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Figure 7.2 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on weight (mg) of
conventional and axenic female Drosophila.
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Figure 7.3 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on glucose content
(µgmg-1) of conventional and axenic male Drosophila.
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Figure 7.4 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on glucose content
(µgmg-1) of conventional and axenic female Drosophila.
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Figure 7.5 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on triglycerides (TAG)
content (µgmg-1) of conventional and axenic male Drosophila.
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Figure 7.6 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on triglycerides (TAG)
content (µgmg-1) of conventional and axenic female Drosophila.
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Figure 7.7 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on protein content
(µgmg-1) of conventional and axenic male Drosophila.
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Figure 7.8 Impact of dietary yeast and glucose (25-200 g l-1) on protein content
(µgmg-1) of conventional and axenic female Drosophila.


